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PrefacePreface

The UNESCO Country Programming Document (UCPD) for Nepal, published by the UNESCO Offi ce 
in Kathmandu, is the fi rst of its kind. It refl ects the close links between the priorities and programmes 
of the Government of Nepal and UNESCO’s areas of competence.

As the leading UN agency for the promotion of peace, progress and prosperity through international 
cooperation in education, the sciences, culture, communication and information, UNESCO has made 
a signifi cant contribution to Nepal’s development in all of these areas. Its leadership and support have 
helped to mainstream these fi ve core areas into national policies and programmes. 

Although the Nepal National Commission for UNESCO and the UNESCO Offi ce in Kathmandu have 
enjoyed very close cooperation in all areas of UNESCO’s competency since 1998, I am confi dent that 
the UCPD will contribute to a more effective, focused and results-oriented planning and execution of 
programmes and increase the visibility of UNESCO at all levels, including at the grass roots level.

In this very critical time of transition towards peace for progress and prosperity, I believe that the UCPD 
for Nepal is an important instrument to strengthen collaboration between all national stakeholders, 
including the Nepal National Commission for UNESCO and the UNESCO Secretariat. It increases 
synergies between our programmes and strengthens coherence of our activities in the areas of 
common interest.

ve taken by the UNESCO Offi ce in Kathmandu to ensure the participation I appreciate the initiativ
s and practitioners from all fi ve subject areas of UNESCO in designing thisof professionals, experts

programme document. 

ment of Nepal, I would like to thank the UNESCO Kathmandu Offi ce for its efforts On behalf of the Governm
ensive UCPD and extend our best wishes for its successful implementation.to prepare this compreh

Ganga Lal Tuladhar
al Commission for UNESCOPresident, Nepal Nation

Minister of Education
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Nepal joined UNESCO in 1953 and the UNESCO Offi ce in Kathmandu was established in 1998. Since
then, UNESCO Kathmandu has supported the Government of Nepal to attain quality Education for All, 
mobilize scientifi c knowledge and science policy for sustainable development, preserve Nepal’s rich 
cultural heritage, promote cultural diversity and dialogue among its culturally diverse communities, 
and empower people through the free fl ow of ideas and access to information and knowledge.

Over the years, UNESCO has become a reliable partner for both the government and a great number of 
civil society organizations to assist in strategy and policy development in education, natural sciences,
culture, and communication and information. The Kathmandu Offi ce works mostly at the upstream 
level and focuses on selected target areas and population groups implementing UNESCO’s main
functions as a laboratory of ideas, a standard-setter, a clearing house, a capacity builder and a catalyst
for international cooperation.

AAs the country is engaged in a challenging peace and development process, UNESCO has develop 
a comprehensive cooperation programme for Nepal. This country programmatic framework, covering 
a three year period (2011-2013), is presented as the “UNESCO Country Programming Document” 
(UCPD) for Nepal.

In addition to succinctly presenting the country’s situation in the areas of education, natural 
sciences, culture and communication and information, the UCPD reviews UNESCO’s past action
and achievements in Nepal and outlines areas of UNESCO’s potential contributions to the country’s
development, including to the next United Nations Development Assistance Framework.

In Nepal’s transitional political situation, UNESCO has an increasingly important role to play in assisting 
national stakeholders to provide educational opportunities to all girls and boys and women and men in 
Nepal so that they can become responsible and independent actors for democracy and contribute to
national socio-economic development; to strengthen institutional and individual capacities in science,
technology and innovation; to create a sense of national identity and coherence building on the 
very diverse, yet commonly shared heritage; and to create conditions conducive to give access to
information and knowledge as building blocks of empowerment and transparent governance.

The UCPD presents UNESCO’s contribution and achievements to Nepal’s development process and 
determines areas, in which UNESCO can provide the Government of Nepal and its other stakeholders 
assistance in the transformational process.

AAxel Plathe
Head of the UNESCO Offi ce in Kathmandu
Representative of UNESCO to Nepal
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IntroductionIntroduction

i-sector expertise inUNESCO has mult
al and human sciences,education, natural, soci
cation and information.culture, and communic
deliverables in these Articulating concrete 
Country Programmingareas, the UNESCO 

11-2013Document (UCPD) 201 1  decodes in a
what UNESCO can offer comprehensive manner 
.to Nepal’s development.

entation of UNESCO’sAs a succinct prese
experience and role incountry programming e
sets out the frameworkNepal, the document s
future cooperation andfor the organization’s 

key programme priorities based on the needs 
of stakeholders and country development
requirements. In this way, the UCPD is an
important tool to facilitate the planning, 
implementation and monitoring of programmes 
and projects that are, and will be supported by
UNESCO. The UCPD aims to clarify and assert
the organization’s responsibilities and concrete
contributions in building peace, alleviating 
poverty, and fostering sustainable development
and intercultural dialogue in Nepal in partnership
with the government, other development partners
and the United Nations Country Team.

PD timeframe.1 See Annex 4 for the UCP

Women from Humla dressed in traditional attire The Women’s Savings Group at Kohlpur Community 
Learning Centre
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donors and potential partnerships for 
future activities.

The UCPD Nepal is aligned with internationally 
agreed development priorities, particularly the 
UN Millennium Development Goals (MDGs),
national development goals defi ned in the Three
Year Interim Plan 2007-20103  by the Government 
of Nepal, and development priorities as in the 
current United Nations Development Assistance 
Framework (UNDAF). It also refl ects the strategic
objectives as set out in UNESCO’s Medium-Term
Strategy 2008-2013 (34 C/4) and the priorities 
and main lines of action of UNESCO’s biennial
programmes and budgets for 2010-2011 (35 C/5)
and for 2012-2013 (draft 36 C/5). 

The UCPD Nepal is structured as follows:

Part I  provides an overview of the situation
in Nepal and highlights development
issues relevant to UNESCO’s areas of 
competence;

Part II  provides a succinct results-based status
outline of all ongoing and recent past
UNESCO activities covering the period
from 2006 to 2010;

Part III identifi es the principal areas of future 
action for UNESCO and outlines key
priorities for a framework of cooperation
in Nepal;2

Part IV outlines ongoing cooperation with other 
United Nations partners and external 

2 Due to the timeframe and schedule for the new UNDAF 2013-2017 and 36 C/5, a number of areas of future action have 
been determined taking into account the priorities of the current UNDAF. These activities are therefore provisional and 
may be subject to change within the setting of new UNDAF priorities.

3 At the time of preparing the UCPD for Nepal, the Three Year Interim Plan 2007-2010 was effective. 

Science lessons are broadcast via the Madan Pokhara 
Community Radio station

Getting drinking water in Humla
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In order to better understand UNESCO’s role 
and opportunities of action in Nepal, this chapter 
provides a short assessment of the geographic,
demographic, political, and social situation of the
country. This is followed by an evaluation of the 
situation in respect to each of UNESCO’s areas 
of competence. 

Overall country assessment Overall country assessment 

Geographic and demographic 
profi le

The Federal Republic of Nepal is a landlocked 
country bordering India in its east, south and
west, and China to its north. 

Nepal has a diverse geographic landscape 
covering approximately 147,181 sq km, which
varies from 60 to 8.848 metres above sea level. It
is divided into three different geographic regions4

with a mountainous northern belt - the Himalayas, 
a central hilly region, and a humid and fertile area 
along the southern border, which is known as
the Terai. Administratively, the country is divided 
into five regions5, 75 districts and 3,915 Village 
Development Committees (VDC). 

As one of the most vulnerable countries in South 
Asia to climate change with a highly variable
climate and fragile ecosystems, Nepal is vastly 
exposed to natural hazards with devastating
fl oods and landslides, especially during the 
monsoon season. Despite little arable land,
almost 38 per cent of the population makes a living 

f from agriculture, which is also the foundation of
r the Nepalese economy and contributes to 82 per

cent of its exports.6

The country’s population was an estimated 
28.9 million in July 20107 with an annual growth 
rate of 1.94 per cent (2010 estimate). Nepal 
ranks as the 41st most highly populated country 
in the world, with the southern parts the most 
heavily populated. The capital city of Kathmandu
has a population of an estimated 990,000 people 
and the fertile Kathmandu Valley has a population
of about 1.8 million. Of the total population, 
80.6 per cent are Hindus, 10.7 per cent Buddhists,
4.2 per cent Muslims and 3.6 per cent Kirants.8

4 UNDP, Nepal Country Information: http://www.undp.org.np/countryinfo.php.
5 With the restructuring of the state, this may be subject to change. 
6 FCO, Nepal Country Profi le: http://www.fco.gov.uk/en/travel-and-living-abroad/travel-advice-by-country/country-

profi le/asia-oceania/nepal
7 CIA, The World Factbook: https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/np.html
8 Nepal MDG Progress Report 2010.

PART I

Situation AnalysisSituation Analysis
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Political and social context

AAfter a ten-year civil war, Nepal is on the path 
to democracy. Maoists ran the decade-long 
insurgency (1996-2006) against the ruling 
monarchy, which until then had kept Nepal in 
isolation.9 According to UN fi gures, the war left
more than 13,000 people dead and an estimated 
100,000 to 150,000 internally displaced. The 
rebels were only ready to start talking to the 
parliamentary government after King Gyanendra 
ended his rule in 2006. The Comprehensive
Peace Agreement was concluded in November 
2006 and the monarchy was abolished a month 
later.

Many major historical social, political and
economic transformations have taken place
over past years. However, in mid 2011, the
overall situation in Nepal was characterized by
ongoing political instability and by the fragility
of Nepal’s peace process. Establishing effi cient
and transparent governance and administration,
developing basic infrastructure (electricity, 
health, services, and roads), accelerating 
economic development and eradicating poverty
are still Nepal’s major development challenges. 
Year-long controversies among political parties 
on power-sharing have contributed to Nepal’s 
economic growth lagging far behind that of the 
booming economies of neighbouring countries. 

In addition to its weak economical and political 
situation, Nepal is characterized by social
inequality. Nepal’s population is a cultural 
mosaic, which comprises over 103 ethnic groups 

and castes10 speaking over 92 languages. 
Disparities in social status are the cost of a
historical structured hierarchy, and inequality in 
power among the diverse social, cultural, and
linguistic groups. A person’s status in Nepal is for 
the most part decided by birthplace, gender and
caste/ethnicity. Despite being offi cially abolished
in 1963, the caste system in Nepal continues
to be deeply imbedded in the national psyche,
with the lowest castes, the “untouchables” being 
systematically excluded from society. There is
a strong correlation between ethnic status and 
caste membership, poverty and development,
with women and children the most exposed to
prevailing practices of discrimination, particularly
in the country’s rural areas. The poverty of some
excluded ethnic groups is almost double the 
national average.11 

Human Development 

Nepal was fi rst listed by the UN as a Least
Developed Country (LDC)12 in 1971. Despite
almost fi ve decades of foreign aid, Nepal 
continues to be one of the poorest countries in 
the world, with almost one-third of its population
living below the poverty line and with one of the 
lowest life expectancies in Asia. In 2010, Nepal 
was ranked 138th position out of 169 countries
in the UNDP Human Development Index (HDI).

Nonetheless, there have been several major 
improvements and Nepal is on track towards 
achieving several of the Millennium Development
Goals by 2015. The percentage of people
living below the national poverty line has been 

9 Until 1951 the Rana monarchy had kept Nepal in isolation from the outside world. 
10 “One of the most common ways of classifying caste and ethnic groups is to cluster them in three major overlapping 

divisions: (i) the hierarchical caste structured groups (jats) and the egalitarian ethnic groups (Janjatis); (ii) the high 
caste or the ritually ‘pure’ castes and the low, ritually ‘impure untouchable’ castes (Dalits); and (iii) Pahadis and 
Madhesis.”(ADB, 2005: 3)

11 ABD, 2005
12 National Planning Commission, 2000
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HDI across eco-development regions, Nepal, 2006
Source: Nepal Human Development Report 2009

13 While NER for boys was 94.7 per cent, it was 92.6 per cent for girls in the school year 2009-2010 (DOE, 2009. Flash 
report I, 2009-2010) 

14 The youth literacy rate (15-24 years) for males was 91.00 per cent and for females it was 75.00 per cent (CBS, 2009.
Nepal Labour Force Survey Report 2008).

Key development and MDG indicators and their values for Nepal 
Data from 2008-2010 (Source: Nepal MDG Progress Report 2010) 

Life expectancy at birth (year)      63.69
GNI per capita (US$)  472
Real GDP growth rate (average)     3.95
Infl ation rate                      13.2
Human development index 0.509
Population below national poverty line (%)  25.4
Underweight children aged under fi ve years (%)        38.6 
Literacy rate (15–24 years)13 86.5
Net enrolment rate in primary education 14 93.7 
Under-fi ve mortality rate (per 1,000 live births)  50 
Maternal mortality ratio (per 100,000 live births)  229
HIV/AIDS prevalence for 15–49 years (percentage) 0.49
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The ten-year confl ict has left its mark on Nepal’s female 
population who still struggle to attain their basic rights.

A tradition of violence against women, especially in remote 
areas, makes them a more vulnerable group, especially 
to disease such as HIV/AIDS. Confl ict has also left many
women alone, with sole responsibility to provide for their 
families. In addition, the women’s literacy rate (43.3 per 
cent) remains low compared to men (70.7 per cent).

Women’s participation in public life is slowly improving, 
partly due to the Interim Constitution that ensures
women’s rights and gender equality in principle. One 
of the improvements brought forward by the Interim
Constitution is the 33 per cent representation of women
in the Constituent Assembly. However, men still remain in 
control of resources and political decision making.

o The overall adult literacy rate (aged 15 and over) is
55.6 per cent;

o The adult literacy rate among males is higher (70.7 per 
cent), compared to females (43.3 per cent);

o The adult literacy rate of the urban population (77.2 per 
cent) is much higher than in rural areas (51.1 per cent);

o There are similar patterns of gender disparity in urban
and rural areas.

Source: Nepal Labour Force Survey, 2008

Situation of women in Nepal 

15 Nepal MDG Progress Report 2010
16 Nepal MDG Progress Report 2010
17 UNDP, “Meeting the Millennium Development Goals in Nepal”:  http://www.undp.org.np/mdg/
18 Second Three Year Interim Plan

eradicating poverty, but also for the ongoing 
peace process.

Major challenges also remain in achieving 
targets for eradicating hunger, achieving gender 
parity at higher levels of education, and ensuring 
environmental sustainability by 2015.17 It is
estimated that 13 per cent of Nepalis suffer from
acute malnutrition, which represents one of the 
worst malnutrition rates in Asia. Further poverty, 
particular between some ethnic/social groups
and a high unemployment rate still prevail, and
the gap between the rich and the poor has 
widened.

In this context, the GoN is committed to reaching 
the MDGs by 2015. The MDGs were taken
into account while preparing the Three Year 
Interim Plan 2007-2010 (TYIP)18, which aims to
lift Nepal from the status of a “least developed
country” to a “developed country”. The Plan
provides a framework for sustainable economic 
growth to improve the living standards of people,
integrating MDG-based national and local
development strategies with a special focus on
equalizing opportunities for socially excluded and
the economically marginalized. 

signifi cantly reduced; the net enrollment rate 
for primary education has improved; gender 
parity has been reached in enrolment in primary
education; and under-fi ve mortality and maternal 
mortality rates have gone down notably. The 
level of poverty was reduced from 31 per cent to
25.4 per cent between 2005 and 2009.15

However, within these positive trends, major 
signifi cant development shortfalls still persist. 
Foremost of these are disparities between rural 
and urban areas. Urban poverty was 10 per cent 
in 2004, while rural poverty was 35 per cent; mid-
year 2011 it was eight per cent and 22 per cent, 
respectively.

In the rural areas, inequity and disparities in 
inclusion between genders and castes/ethnic
groups remain strong16. As inequitable access 
to the benefi ts of development was a decisive 
cause for the confl ict in Nepal, building an
inclusive social system is important not only for 

Literacy and gender in 2008
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19 The preparation of the UNDAF covering the period 2013–2017 started in 2011 and is expected to be fi nalized in early 
2012. A particular focus will be made on to assist the GoN in restructuring the state to a federal system, which remains 
an ambitious and challenging task, as it does not only concern the divisions of political power in the country, but is 
also linked to overcoming resistance against political and economic exclusion on the basis of caste, ethnicity and 
regional identity. Other major development issues to be taken up in the UNDAF 2013-2017 are expected to address the 
issues of peace building, the fi nalization and implementation of the Constitution, economic development and disaster 
preparedness.

A: Consolidating Peace

B:  Quality Basic Services

C: Sustainable livelihoods

D: Human Rights, Gender 
Equality and Social
Inclusion

Source: UNDAF Progress Report 2009

UNDAF priority area Outcomes and linkage to national development priorities

Targeting the MDG priorities for Nepal, the 
outbound United Nations Development
Framework (2008-2012) identifi es crosscutting
issues in line with the TYIP 2007-201019. Four 

umbrella UNDAF priority areas for Nepal, to
which UNESCO contributes, were identifi ed with
the following outcomes:

Nepal — A major public policy push: That Nepal is one of the fastest movers in the Human Development Index (HDI) since 
1970 is perhaps surprising in light of the country’s diffi cult circumstances and record of confl ict. Nepal’s impressive progress
in health and education can be traced to major public policy efforts. […] [However], Nepal is still a poor country, with enormous
scope to improve human development. Large disparities in school attendance rates and the quality of education persists,
particularly between urban and rural areas and across ethnic groups. Major health challenges remain related to communicable
diseases and malnutrition. Large disparities, separate regions and groups, with a quasi-feudal oligarchic system and caste-
based discrimination continue to marginalize some groups. Inequality is high: according to our new inequality-adjusted HDI, 
Nepal’s human development is almost a third lower than it would be, if it were more equally distributed.

Source: Human Development Report 2010, page 54

A story of success in advancing HDI

UNDAF outcome: National institutions, processes and initiatives strengthened to 
consolidate peace.
National focus: constitution-building, elections, reintegration of confl ict-affected 
children and ex-combatants, mine action, transitional justice, law-enforcement, and
the participation and protection of women and children in the peace process.

UNDAF outcome: Socially excluded and economically marginalized groups have increased
access to improved quality basic services. 
National priorities: (a) progressing to achieving education for all by 2015; (b) 
improving the health status of the people of Nepal through increased utilization of 
essential health care services, delivered by a well managed health sector; and (c)
providing people with access to safe and adequate drinking water and sanitation to 
ensure health security.

UNDAF Outcome: By 2010, sustainable livelihood opportunities expanded, especially for 
socially excluded groups in confl ict-affected areas.
National priority: new and decent employment and income opportunities as well as
infrastructure, especially rural infrastructure.

UNDAF Outcome: Respect, promotion, and protection of human rights strengthened for all, 
especially women and the socially excluded, for sustained peace and development.
National priority: social justice and social inclusion.
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EducationEducation

The basis for a modern educational system 
in Nepal was laid out in the early 1950s when
the country opened up to the outside world and
development opportunities. Since then, various 
reforms were implemented aiming to promote
universal and equitable access for all, at all 
educational levels, especially primary education.
Some of the earlier reforms included the 
National Education System Plan (1971) and the 
Education for Rural Development Plan during the 
1980s. Based on the experiences of these plans
and as a follow up to the “World Declaration on 
Education For All (EFA)” in 1990, the country
undertook planned interventions in the education
sector with the introduction of the Basic and
Primary Education Programmes I (1992-1999) 
and II (1999-2004). Furthermore, in line with the 
Dakar Framework for Action adopted in 2000,
the country prepared the EFA National Plan of 

Action 2001-2015. Within its overall goals and
objectives, the EFA Programme 2004-2009, and 
the Secondary Education Support Programme 
2003-2009 were implemented. This was crucial in 
building a strong foundation for moving towards
a sector wide approach for a comprehensive 
development of education in Nepal.

Article 17 of the Interim Constitution includes
the right to education, and a provision that each
community shall have the right to get a basic 
education in its mother tongue and that every
citizen shall have the right to free education up to
the secondary level. However, related acts and
regulations need to be formulated.

As envisaged in the EFA National Plan of Action 
2001-2015 and the School Sector Reform Plan 
(SSRP) 2009-2015, education revolves around
achieving three objectives: ensuring access and
equity in primary/basic education; enhancing

Learning reading and writing with the aid of a computer
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20 DOE, Consolidated Report 2005; and Flash Report 1, 2010-11 of School Level Educational Statistics of Nepal. 
21 DoE, Flash Report 1, 2010-11.
22 CBS, 2004, NLSS II, 2003-04.
23 CBS, 2009, NLFS II, 2008.
24 Nepal Labour Force Survey 2008 reveled that while the adult literacy rate for males was 70.7 per cent, it was only 43.3

tper cent for females, showing a gap of 27.4 percentage points. Similarly, the literacy rate in urban areas was found at 
77.2 per cent compared to the literacy rate of only 51.1 per cent in the rural areas.

quality and relevance of education; and improving 
effi ciency and institutional capacity. The SSRP
aims to bring the entire school system under 
one coherent management, governance and
fi nancing structure. 

Resources for education come mainly from 
the government budget. In the fi scal year 2008-
09, the total expenditure for education was
USD 493 million corresponding to 3.9 per cent
of GDP and 16.2 per cent of the total national
budget. The primary education sub sector 
absorbed 57 per cent of the total expenditure, 
the majority of which was spent on salaries for 
teachers. The share of foreign assistance in
the education budget was about 28 per cent. In
addition to public expenditure, households and
communities spend a substantial proportion of 
their resources on their children’s education.

Signifi cant progress has been made in school
enrollment in the past decade. From 2003 to
2010, net primary enrollment (grades 1-5) rose
from 83.5 per cent to 94.5 per cent.20 During
the same period net secondary enrollment
(grades 9-10) increased from 29.5 per cent to
46.5 per cent. In 2010, there were 6.6 million
students enrolled in basic education (grades 1-8),
and 1.1 million in secondary education (grades
9-12) in more than 33,000 schools.

Gender parity in education stands now at 0.98 at
both basic and secondary levels and the increase
in overall enrollment is accompanied by a
reduction of gender and caste/ethnic disparities.
However, gender inequalities, together with low
enrollment rates at the primary and secondary

levels, remain very high in Dalit communities 
(disadvantaged castes), where only 20 per cent
of boys and girls are enrolled in primary education 
and six per cent of them in secondary education,
whereas among Janajatis (ethnic groups) the ratio 
is 39 per cent and 38 per cent, respectively.21 The 
GoN has attempted to bring all girls and boys from
disadvantaged and marginalized populations into
mainstream education by providing free tuition,
free textbooks and scholarships. Nevertheless, 
the enrollment rate across girls and boys from
poor families and those with disabilities remains 
low.22

Nepal has made some remarkable progress 
in improving literacy from nearly fi ve per cent 
(six years and above) in 1952/54, to 56 per cent 
(15 years and above) in 2008.23 However, there 
are signifi cant differences in literacy between 
girls and boys, women and men, people from
rural and urban areas, members of low and
high castes, disadvantaged and privileged
ethnic communities, and members of poor and
rich families.24 The GoN, therefore, launched a
National Literacy Campaign in 2008 with the goal 
of achieving literacy for all in the country within 
two years. Although the campaign has raised
awareness in communities about the importance
of literacy, there still remains a long way to go to
achieve literacy for all.

Despite some noteworthy achievements, the 
country has yet to overcome major challenges
and pertinent development issues to achieve
EFA by 2015. The most striking are described in 
the following paragraphs.
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25 The Flash Report 1, 2010-11 reported the drop out and repetition rates in grade one at 8.3 per cent and 22.6 per cent 
respectively.

26 DoE,2010. Flash Report 1, 2010-11 recorded the survival rate to grade 8 at 66 per cent, with girls at 67.2 per cent 
compared to boys at 65.2 per cent. This means that girls were slightly ahead of boys.  

27 The Education Management Information System Report on Higher Education 2007-08 of the University Grants 
Commission (UGC, 2010) showed a Gross Enrolemnt Rate (GER) of 9.90 per cent among 17-21 years age group 
population. The Nepal Living Standards Survey II 2003-04 (CBS, 2004) showed a GER of only 5 per cent, with boys at 
8 per cent  compared to girls at 2 per cent.

28 The national census 2001 reported that 92 languages are spoken in Nepal.

With no comprehensive and adequate strategies 
addressing the educational needs of girls and
boys under the age of fi ve, early childhood
development (ECD) and pre-primary education 
signifi cantly lacks physical infrastructure, training 
for teachers and facilitators, and appropriate 
levels of fi nancial investment, including staff 
remuneration. It is estimated that between 
2005 and 2010, the allocation for ECD in Nepal 
represented one per cent of the education
budget.

The greatest challenge is ensuring universal
access and completion of primary/basic education.
Over fi ve per cent of girls and boys from hard 
to reach groups (children from disadvantaged 
communities, in sparsely populated areas and
from families below the poverty line) are still
out-of-school and drop-out and repetition rates 
are very high.25 The non-availability of lower 
secondary schools within a reasonable distance 
is an additional issue. The immediate needs 
are to improve the internal effi ciency of primary 
education, the transition to secondary education
and the quality of the teaching and learning 
process through the improvement of teaching 
staff competency and performance. Particular 
challenges are the development of strategies 
for ensuring inclusive education, peace, civic
and human rights education, and the effective
harnessing of education for HIV and AIDS
prevention. 

Challenges in secondary education are also high,
with low performance, effectiveness and learning 

quality. The overall survival rate to the last grade
of basic level (grade 8) is 66 per cent26, which
means that more than one third of girls and boys 
never make it to grade 8. The transition to higher 
education, which is also strikingly low, is another 
major issue, especially in rural and remote areas.
Access to higher education is limited. Less than
10 out of one hundred girls and boys in the higher 
education age group enter higher education.27 In
particular, students from poor and disadvantaged 
families have least access to higher education
due to various reasons, including restricted 
fi nancial assistance. The percentage of students 
joining the science and technology stream is very 
low. Furthermore, quality and relevance of higher 
education programmes that fi t labour market 
requirements are lacking. 

Marginalized and disadvantaged population
groups, in particular those in the rural areas, are
still deprived of learning opportunities. The quality 
of literacy and non-formal education programmes 
and their links with income generation and
lifelong-learning pose another challenge. Making 
these programmes available in diverse local
languages28 is also a formidable challenge.

Preparing an education sector response to HIV 
and AIDS education in Nepal is an additional
signifi cant challenge as translating knowledge 
and information into action requires huge 
resources (both human and fi nancial) and
close collaboration between the concerned line
ministries.
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In order to address the above challenges and
to reach those unreached by education, the
development of evidence-based policy, adequate
planning and regular monitoring remain major 
challenges in attaining the goal of ensuring a
quality basic education for all. 

Natural SciencesNatural Sciences

Nepal possesses a rich diversity in fl ora, fauna
and ecosystems. This diversity is a refl ection
of Nepal’s unique geographical position and 
variations in altitude and climate. The extreme 
altitudinal gradient, from 67 metres above sea 
level in the South-Eastern Terai, to 8,848 metres
at Mt. Sagarmatha (Mt. Everest), the highest
point in the world, has resulted in the appearance
of eleven bio-climatic zones ranging from tropical 
to subalpine and alpine climates within very short 

distances. There are several inner Himalayan 
r valleys with desert conditions, such as the upper

Kaligandaki and Bheri valleys located at altitudes 
above 3,600 metres. Nepal has an extensive 
river system with water resources that hold

rtremendous potential for large scale hydropower 
and irrigation development. However, Nepal
is also highly vulnerable to natural disasters 
including earthquakes because the northward 
movement of the Indian plate is approximately
perpendicular to the Himalayan collision belt. 
Studies over the past 40 years indicate that
this movement is exerting a compressive stress in 
some transverse faults in the region, heightening
the risk of a major earthquake in the near future. 

rHistorically, the path to modernization had major 
implications for natural sciences. In the 1950s,
several science and technology (S&T) services

Environmental degradation poses a threat to endangered rare species 
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were instituted by the GoN in fi elds such as 
forestry, soil research, geology and mining. A 
major achievement was the establishment of 
Tribhuvan University in 1959. Over the decades, 
S&T activities have widened to cover a wide 
spectrum, ranging from agricultural research
to environmental conservation and from the
modernization of cottage industries to complex 
business process developments. Furthermore,
institutional capacities were expanded and
at present there are 230 S&T institutions, 
of which 144 are government agencies, 55 
higher education bodies, 23 private/non-
profi t organizations, and eight business and
other enterprises. Most of these institutions
are engaged in research and development, 
technology transfer, higher education, extension,
survey, analytical services, quality control and
policy formulation. The Ministry of Science and
Technology (MoST) and the National Academy of 
Science and Technology (NAST) are responsible 
for policy formulation and promotional activity in
S&T. The former also leads efforts to meet the 
challenges posed by global climate change and
issues of environmental degradation.

Currently, there are fi ve universities in the country,
with Tribhuvan University and Kathmandu
University the biggest institutions. Three-quarters
of Nepali students enrolled in S&T fi elds attend 
Tribhuvan University, where they represent 
nearly 16 per cent of student admissions.
Demand for higher education is growing: in 2004,
the university counted 25,564 students enrolled 
in S&T fi elds, in comparison to 19,056 in 2000.
Similarly, the number of professionals working 
in S&T has increased nearly 20 times in the last 
three decades to over 44,000 in 2010, with the
highest number of professionals in the fi eld of 
engineering (47 per cent) followed by natural 
sciences (23 per cent) and medical sciences
(19 per cent). 

Despite severe constraints such as resource
scarcity and continuous political instability, 

universities have increased efforts to promote
scientifi c research along with teaching. NAST 
promotes research and science popularization
activities by creating laboratory facilities, building 
an equipment base, recruiting researchers
through the provision of grants, and by organizing
networking events, such as national science
congresses. 

The importance of S&T to address almost all 
development priorities of Nepal, be they health 
and sanitation, food and agriculture, drinking 
water and irrigation, roads and electricity or 
access to information and knowledge, are
refl ected in the Interim Constitution 2007
stipulating that “The state shall follow the policy
of giving priority to the development of S&T along
with the development of local technology for the 
progress of the country” with the main purpose
to fulfi ll basic needs of the people, alleviate 
poverty, generate income activities, and promote
a sustainable use of natural resources.” 

The Interim Constitution, however, also identifi es 
a variety of major problems and constraints 
that the natural sciences sector is facing,
thereby preventing the full exploitation of STI 
for sustainable development. The most striking
issues are the lack of investment for research
and development, the lack of promotion of 
suitable and appropriate technologies for the 
country’s needs, the lack of effective coordination 
among different agencies involved in S&T and
the emigration of large groups of people with 
technical skills and knowledge.

Roughly only 0.35 per cent of the GoN’s annual 
budget is allocated to S&T, with little fi nancial 
investment in public higher S&T education. For 
example, state-run Tribhuvan University, which 
produces more than 75 per cent of S&T personnel 
and nearly 40 per cent of the country’s master 
and doctoral degrees in science and technology, 
lacks adequate fi nancial resources resulting 
inter alia in poor facilities on most campuses
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d29 The Durbar Squares of Kathmandu, Patan, and Bhaktapur, the Hindu temples of Pashupati and Changu Narayan, and 
the Buddhist stupa complexes of Swoyambu and Bauddhanath.

that offer degree programmes in science or 
science related fi elds. In addition, the academic
programmes are not suffi ciently diversifi ed. This 
often results in qualifi ed future scientists moving
abroad for study and/or to seek employment. 
Furthermore, there are no consistent policies 
to incentivize the private sector to invest in S&T 
and/or to establish closer relationships with the
universities, for example through university–
industry partnerships.  

Consequently, with insuffi cient political
commitment and due to continuous government 
changes, access to S&T education, S&T’s 
quality and relevance to the national economy, 
management, resource allocation and
infrastructure remain major challenges for the
natural sciences sector.

CultureCulture

Nepal is characterized by a very rich diversity
of culture and tangible and intangible heritage.
The main features of the country’s tangible
heritage are the four properties inscribed on the 
World Heritage List in the categories of world 
cultural and natural heritage. The two cultural 
properties are the Kathmandu Valley, with its
seven monument zones29 (1979) and Lumbini,
the Birthplace of Lord Buddha (1997). The two
natural heritage properties are the Chitwan 
National Park (1984) and the Sagarmatha 
National Park (1979). Many other sites included
in the Tentative List of World Heritage and those 
included in the national inventory refl ect the rich
history of the country. 

Bauddhanath, one of seven monument zones on the Kathmandu Valley World Heritage Property list
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The intangible heritage owned and practiced by
more than 100 ethnic communities and castes 
with their diverse cultural expressions and
languages manifests itself in music and dance;
visual arts, architecture and traditional crafts;
folklores and folktales; spiritual beliefs and
religions; and rituals and social practices.

The right to cultural expression is refl ected 
in the Comprehensive Peace Agreement of 
2006 and the protection of the cultural rights of 
marginalized groups is specifi cally addressed 
in the Interim Constitution of 2007. The Interim
Constitution also includes a provision on the 
rights to participate in religious, cultural and
traditional practices.

Nepal has ratifi ed/accepted three of UNESCO’s 
seven international conventions that provide
a comprehensive framework for heritage 
preservation and the protection of cultural life.30

However, a lack of adequate policies in culture
and of operational mechanisms has impeded a
full exercise of these rights, especially by women 
and men from disadvantaged and minority 
populations.  

Today, a number of governmental and non-
governmental institutions and agencies are
actors in the management and promotion of 
culture in Nepal. However, there has been no 
separate and independent ministry to look after 
the sector, which has been overseen by many
different ministries such as Education, Youth and
Sports, Tourism and Civil Aviation. Since 2009, 
the sector is part of the Ministry of Federal Affairs, 
Constituent Assembly, Parliamentary Affairs
and Culture. Without having a separate culture
ministry, culture risks to remain marginalized. 

Despite uncertainties in the offi cial approach to 
the culture sector so far, several achievements 
were made by the GoN over recent years. The
fi rst and foremost achievement is the recently 
ratifi ed national cultural policy, which gives rise
to hopes that the culture sector will be given
adequate attention, with ample policy guidance 
and increased fi nancial resources.

Advances were made in the management of 
World Heritage properties. For example, the 
Kathmandu Valley, which was inscribed onto
the World Heritage List in Danger in 2003, was 
successfully brought back to the regular World 
Heritage List in 2007 following the preparation and
implementation of the Integrated Management
Plan and the authorities’ commitment to improve
site protection and management.

The Department of Archeology (DoA) is currently
preparing a comprehensive national inventory of 
cultural sites all over the country. At present, the 
inventory for the Seti, Rapti, Mahakali and Veri
zones has been completed and published in the 
Nepali language.

In terms of intangible heritage, efforts are being
made to establish a preliminary documentation 
of intangible heritage in all fi ve development
regions. A major step was made when Nepal 
became a signatory to the 2003 UNESCO 
Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible
Cultural Heritage in 2010. 

As regards cultural institutions, the Nepal 
Academy, founded with a different name in
1957, represents an achievement of Nepal’s
political turnover of 1951. This continues to
be the foremost institution in the preservation

30 Convention on the Means Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and Transfer of Cultural Property, 1970
(Ratifi cation 23/06/1976); Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, 1972 
(Acceptance 20/06/1978) and Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, 2003 (Ratifi cation
15/06/2010).
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of language and literature. In order to foster 
preservation and promotion of the country’s 
diverse music and art, two separate academies:
the Academy of Fine Arts; and the Academy of 
Music and Drama have also been established.
In order to promote national unity and maintain
cultural inclusion, support was provided for the
safeguarding of different languages and the
cultures of various ethnic communities.

Despite the fact that the GoN recognizes that
the expansion and development of museums 
provide opportunities for protecting endangered 
indigenous languages and cultures, and can 
support local skills and handicraft industries, little
support has been provided to this area. 

Other major challenges faced by the culture
sector are the absence of adequate institutional
and human capacities for the full implementation 
of the ratifi ed international instruments in culture 
and the management and preservation of cultural 
sites, as well as unstable government and
constantly changing high-level ministerial staff.
Another constraint is the limited national budget 
allocated to the culture sector that counted for 
only 0.19 per cent of the total budget of the
country in the budget year 2066/67 (2010) and
0,3 per cent in the budget year 2068/69 (2011). 

The long absence of a cultural policy has
jeopardized the culture sector due to a lack of a
relevant framework and a programme to guide the
sector. With the endorsement in late 2010 of the
nation’s fi rst cultural policy, the major challenge
lies in its implementation. What has to follow now 

is the development of strategies in line with the 
policy and the allocation of an adequate budget 
for its implementation.

rManagement structures responsible for 
culture are divided across various ministries
and administrative levels. With no formalized 
coordination of activities among inter-ministerial

r departments and relevant organizations, another
key challenge is the coordinated implementation
of cultural initiatives and heritage-sensitive
infrastructure projects. 

There is also a pressing need to enhance the
contribution of the culture sector to economic
growth. This can be achieved by integrating 

f cultural heritage with sustainable development of
tourism and creative industries. In this context,
further investment of fi nancial and human
resources in the related sector is necessary.

As regards to the cultures of indigenous
communities and disadvantaged groups such 
as the Dalits, Adibasi, Janjatis and Madhesis,

r intellectual and artistic creations by their 
members need to be supported to contribute
to cultural inclusion and to consolidate national
peace-building efforts.

Finally, there are many serious challenges to 
address copyright infringement and anti-piracy 
issues, despite the fact that Nepal is a state party 
to several treaties/conventions related to the 
protection of intellectual property rights31 and a
signatory of a variety of related provisions.32

31 Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, Universal Copyright Convention and WTO TRIPS 
Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights. 

32 Copyright Act (2002), Copyright Rules (2004), Summary Procedure Act (1971), Export Import Control Act (1956), 
Competition Promotion and Market Protection Act (2006), Electronic Transaction Act (2006).
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Communication and Communication and 
InformationInformation

AAs in the areas of education, natural sciences
and culture, the current situation in the area of 
communication and information in Nepal must 
be understood within the context of the political 
transformations over past decades. This has 
resulted in progress for women and men to freely
express themselves and to create, access, utilize
and share information and knowledge.

The media landscape began to expand rapidly
during the political reforms of the early 1990s.
The right to freedom of expression, which was 
included in the Constitution of 1990, is enshrined

in the Comprehensive Peace Agreement of 2006 
and stands prominently in the Interim Constitution
of 2007, which also includes a provision on 
the right to information paving the way for far-
reaching reforms in the area of communication 
and information.33

A signifi cant achievement in terms of 
transparency and greater access to information 
on public affairs was the adoption of the Right
to Information  Act (2007), and the subsequent
formation of the National Information Commission. 
However, due to a lack of capacity, appropriate
information dissemination systems and political
will, challenges remain in implementing the 
Act. 

33 The Interim Constitution expressed full commitment to freedom of the press.

A student in a remote area listens to a lesson broadcast over the radio. 
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In 2008, the GoN established a “Long-term Policy
on Communication and Information” identifying it 
as “indispensable” for economic prosperity and
social progress34  and emphasizing the need to 
extend communication services to rural parts of 
the country. 

After 2008, the GoN reassessed its priorities
in communication and information, stressing
the need to develop the sector with the goal to
empower all regions, classes, gender and ethnic
groups, and to bring them into the mainstream of 
national development.35

One of the most signifi cant changes has been
the increase in size of private sector investment 
in the media, particularly in the printed press. 
This has led to the emergence of a specialized
press, diversifi cation of content and a growth in 
the number of media consumers.36

However, the most signifi cant feature in
Nepal’s media development is the expansion
of radio broadcasting. Community-based FM
broadcasting is a pioneer in South Asia, and has
wide coverage across Nepal.37

Recently, Nepal has also seen an increase in the 
number of private TV channels, including in some
cities outside of the Kathmandu valley. With the 
entry of satellite TV providers in 2010, access to
TV viewing is likely to increase.38

Despite these advancements, public access to
media remains far from universal. Print media 

f mainly caters to the urban elite and this sector of
the media has a limited reach. Legal frameworks 
and the capacities of media training institutions 
are inadequate, and journalists and media 
workers, especially women journalists, continue
to suffer intimidation, threats and physical 
attacks. Over the past nine years, more than a
dozen journalists lost their lives in targeted and
revenge killings, and many others were maimed
or displaced.39 Media workers’ security, weakened
largely by legal impunity and the government’s
failure to investigate press freedom abuses,
remains a major concern. Fears of reprisals from
groups and individuals disenchanted with the 
media have given rise to a new culture of self-
censorship, especially in remote areas.40

In terms of empowering people through universal
access to knowledge, the challenges are
great. Legal provisions and institutional and
human capacities for establishing a functioning
library system, national archives and a records
management structure are lacking. For example,
there is no legal deposit law which would allow the 
National Library to function appropriately and the 
Archives Preservation Act (1989) needs urgent 
revision in order to provide the appropriate legal 
framework for organizing information produced 
by government entities. 

34 GoN, 2003.
35 NPC, 2009/2010.

f f36 In early 2010, there were over 2,866 newspapers and periodicals registered in different languages across the country, of
which around 600 were regularly published (PCN, 2010). The total combined circulation fi gure for newspapers remains
a few hundred thousand.

37 Radio in Nepal reaches an estimated 82 per cent of the population. According to the Nepal Ministry of Information,
more than 223 radio stations were operational in the country in 2010.

38 As of mid-2010, there were 12 TV stations, including one government-owned, with most operating out of the capital 
city of Kathmandu. Two are terrestrial and the others are satellite TV channels.

39 Although local sources put the death toll at 24, the International News Security Institute (INSI) records that 19 journalists
have been killed since 2002. The Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ) reports 12 killed in Nepal.

40 The France-based Reporters Without Borders (RSF) ranked Nepal 119th out of 178 countries in its Press Freedom Index 
2010.
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Several initiatives have been undertaken to
facilitate community access to information.41

Community Learning Centres (CLC) and
Community Multimedia Centres (CMC) are
operational with UNESCO’s support.

The Internet is another rapidly expanding sector.42

However, Internet access is largely confi ned to
educated people living in urban and semi-urban
centers. As of 2009, limited ADSL, CDMA and
wireless technologies were available in rural 
areas. Across the country, there were more than
40 government established telecentres, which
also offered Internet services. However, only a 
few schools have access to the Internet. All in
all, the challenges remain the greatest in the
areas of information literacy of users, technical 
IT capacities of experts, local content creation, 
access to open resources and building knowledge 
of sharing networks, etc.

The preservation of printed, audiovisual and
digital material remains another challenge. 
Although some archives already exist, there 
is no coordination or mapping of documentary
heritage.

Realistic and systematic assessment of the 
communication and information sector is diffi cult 
as there is no coordinated approach to recording
and analyzing trends and developments. Almost 
no information is available related to access to
information and knowledge through libraries and
archives. 

Overall, the country has yet to harness the 
power of communication and information for 
development by providing greater support to
community-based media, promoting public 
service broadcasting, a free, independent and
pluralistic media, and strengthening libraries and
archives and other public information access.

41 In one notable non-governmental initiative, “Room To Read” has established 45 community libraries across Nepal.
42 The Internet was introduced into the country in 1993. According to Nepal Telecom, in October 2010, there were 2.46

million Internet users, 8.76 per cent of the total population. By the end of 2009, almost 75 per cent of all connections 
were made via broadband. There were 41 Internet Service Providers (ISPs).
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43 As the main tool to highlight competences and expertise as a technical agency in the education sector, the UNESCO 
Kathmandu Offi ce published in 2008 the UNESCO National Education Support Strategy (UNESS) for Nepal 2008-
2013. This outline only presents a selection of main priorities and activities of the UNESCO Education Sector over the
past biennia 2006-2010.

Education Education 

UNESCO has played a catalytic role in past years 
to support Nepal’s efforts to reach the EFA goals 
and education-related MDGs. UNESCO provided 
policy support to improve educational services to
all, especially girls and disadvantaged groups. 
The main areas of cooperation included literacy
and non-formal education, gender equality and
inclusion, quality of education, EFA monitoring 
and capacity development. Based on the priorities 
set in the UNESCO National Education Support
Strategy (UNESS) 2008-201343, the focus is on 
strengthening Nepal’s education system and
planning and managing education.

Strengthening Nepal’s education 
system

In order to enhance the GoN’s capacity to better 
plan, manage, and monitor early childhood 
development (ECD) and pre-primary education,
UNESCO assisted the MoE in preparing a
strategy that formed the basis of ECD policy
formulation. UNESCO also assisted in policy
reviews, advocacy and in the preparation of 
a national core curriculum and instructional 
materials for ECD, and building capacities of 
education offi cials and ECD facilitators.

 A particular focus of UNESCO’s support has been
the development of basic quality education for all,

 especially for girls and disadvantaged children.
s UNESCO provided support to establish linkages
 between formal and non-formal education

sthrough equivalency programmes. Other areas
t of activities focused on capacity enhancement
 to integrate peace and human rights education
 in curricula and training materials, advocating
 for Multilingual Education (MLE), enhancing

teachers’ competence and qualifi cations, and
 providing policy support through research and

innovation.  

OIn the area of inclusive education, UNESCO
s promoted a school environment that celebrates
Odiversity and upholds human rights. UNESCO
f fcontributed to enhance the capacities of

eeducation planners and teachers to address the
sdiverse needs of all learners by reducing barriers

to, and within the learning environment.

 In the area of HIV and AIDS, UNESCO paid
 particular attention to preventive formal and

non-formal education, for example by assisting
yin the preparation of HIV and AIDS advocacy
 kits for teachers and community members.
 UNESCO also supported the MoE in developing

Van education sector strategy and policy on HIV
and AIDS. 

PART II

Past and Present Cooperation - Past and Present Cooperation - 
Lessons LearnedLessons Learned
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Regarding higher education, UNESCO supported 
national efforts to develop a comprehensive 
policy. In addition, UNESCO provided support 
in undertaking research on “Advancing Policy
Options for Higher Education: Improving
Transition and Access to Higher Education in 
Nepal” and contributed in capacity development
of MoE offi cials and university teachers with 
a particular focus on scientifi c research and 
innovation.

With a particular focus on poverty reduction 
and the inclusion of women, Dalits and other 
disadvantaged groups, UNESCO put emphasis
on supporting national efforts to achieve the 
goal of literacy for all by focusing on improving 

life-long learning through non-formal means 
of education. The main activities included
the provision of policy advice, including the 
establishment of a non-formal education
management information system (NFE-MIS), 
and capacity building for NFE offi cials to
develop and implement evidence-based
planning towards achieving literacy for all. Special
attention was given to strengthening Community
Learning Centres (CLCs) by developing the 
capacities of CLC planners, managers and
facilitators, with a view to assisting them in 
implementing the national literacy campaign.
A special focus was on mother tongue-based 
basic and post literacy programmes for girls and
women. 

Saving and credit training is a vital component of a literacy programme at Madhawalia Community Learning 
Centre
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Planning and managing education

UNESCO extended its support for enhancing 
the GoN’s capacity to analyze and use
education statistics for management, planning 
and monitoring of EFA. UNESCO worked with 
the DoE for the improvement of the Education
Management Information System (EMIS) and
supported the preparation of training materials
on the use of education data in planning 
and management. This included support in
establishing a Flash Reporting system for the 
production of the school level annual statistics
reports since 2004.

UNESCO further supported the MoE in organizing
the EFA mid-decade assessment with a focus 
on the progress and achievements made so far 
and the organization helped to accelerate efforts
to achieve the goals of EFA by 2015. A regional 
policy review was organized to share the fi ndings 
of the assessment and propose strategies and
measures of improvement.   

A particular focus of UNESCO’s action over the 
last two years was the creation of platforms for 
informed debate on education and federalism.
This contributed to an improved understanding of 
policy implications for the education sector ahead 
of the expected transition from a centralized to
a decentralized system in a future federal state 
structure.  The debates resulted in the preparation 
of several thematic papers.44

In keeping with the organization’s overall priority 
of gender equality, UNESCO provided support 
for the capacity building of gender focal points in
the MoE and within its constituent institutions to
enhance their knowledge and understanding with
respect to mainstreaming gender in education.

Further support was provided through various
research studies, including the status of women
teachers, developing a set of indicators and tools 
to measure gender equality in education, girls in 
science and technology education and situational 
analysis of gender responsive budgeting in the 
education sector.

UNESCO also provided support to the 
preparation of an ICT in Education Master Plan,
with a view to facilitating access, quality and
equity in education.

Moreover, UNESCO collaborated with the 
Nepal National Commission for UNESCO to

f enhance the knowledge and understating of
policy makers, education offi cials, curriculum 
developers, teacher instructors, teachers and

rhead teachers with respect to Education for 
Sustainable Development (ESD).

In this context, UNESCO has also initiated a 
mapping of the actors and initiatives related to
disaster risk reduction (DRR) in education, as 
well as carried out discussions with the MoE 
and development partners, which helped lay the 
foundation for UNESCO’s further initiatives/work
within DRR in education.

Natural SciencesNatural Sciences

In the area of natural sciences, UNESCO’s
approach concentrated on mobilizing
science knowledge and policy for sustainable 

f development focusing on a limited number of
strategic interventions. Due to the fact that the 
Kathmandu Offi ce has no dedicated human
and fi nancial resources in this area, activities 
were mainly channeled through the UNESCO 
Offi ce in New Delhi, with coordination and back-

44 Free and compulsory education, Private schooling, Language issue, Teacher management, Students pathways, Financing 
of education, Governance of higher education, Financing of higher education, Curriculum and Open and distance
education in a federal system of government in Nepal.
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up support from the Asia and Pacifi c Science 
Regional Bureau in Jakarta.

UNESCO’s action in natural sciences in
Nepal has focused on disaster risk reduction,
capacity building and management of science
and technology and advocacy for clean and
sustainable use of water.

Disaster risk reduction

UNESCO has been working to establish a network 
of multi-parametric earthquake monitoring 
stations in and around the Kathmandu Valley. The
project aims to establish continuous monitoring 
stations using geochemical anomalies,
groundwater peizometer monitoring and
geomagnetic waves as earthquake precursors in
the Kathmandu Valley.

In terms of fl ood disasters, UNESCO has been
active in the mapping and assessment of fl ood

hazards, vulnerability and risk, the identifi cation
and assessment of structural and non-structural
mitigation measures and adaptation options, and
building the capacity of key stakeholders through
awareness creation, training, networking and
institutional strengthening. A major activity in this
context was a risk and vulnerability assessment 
in response to the devastating Koshi fl ood of 
2008. This programme aimed to ascertain the 
risks and vulnerability of internally displaced
people returning to their places of origin. It 
also assessed the quality and pace of repair 
and construction work along the embankment, 
especially the breach area.

Capacity building and 
management of science and 
technology

Over past years, UNESCO has been active in 
building capacity to establish and manage S&T
policies by providing technical support to the GoN

A drainage problem affects a historical stone spout in Patan Durbar Square
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in formulating a national strategy in this area. 
UNESCO assisted in the revision of the existing
S&T policy and the defi nition of priority S&T areas
to develop in the short, medium and long terms, 
to strengthen the existing research capability
and build capacity in the area of proposal writing 
with the objective to attract national and external 
funds.

In this context, biotechnology applications and bio-
safety, bio-diversity assessment and utilization,
information and communication technologies, 
science education and popularization, and
energy and climate studies were determined as
important areas for further development.

In order to strengthen the capacity of actors in
the S&T sector and identify new and innovative
programmes, UNESCO supported young
scientists in project proposal formulation, with
close interaction with donor agencies.

UNESCO also contributed to building the capacity
of science policy planners and statisticians to
develop science, technology and innovation
indicators.

Advocacy for clean and 
sustainable use of water 

Since 2009, UNESCO has promoted the annual
“Nepal Water Week”, which is organized within
the purview of the themes of World Water Day 
and World Meteorological Day. The focus is
on harnessing S&T to advocate for a clean
and sustainable life of water. In this context, 
UNESCO also assisted with a review of the
available technology related to climate change 
and its impact on snow, glaciers and hydro-
meteorological processes. This project also 
assessed the impact of sediment on water 
resources, environment, biodiversity and socio-
economy and investigated mechanisms for 

r research and capacity building for a better
f understanding of the hydrological systems of

mountainous areas.

rTechnical assistance was also provided for 
the establishment of a Nepal Water Forum, an 
institution which would work on water related

r issues providing a single platform to guide water
policies and facilitate water related activities and
development.

Furthermore, UNESCO co-sponsored the 
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2000-
2005), a comprehensive multi-scale assessment 
of ecosystem services that are central to human
well-being and development. One of the sub-
global assessments conducted concerned the 
Himalayas (Hindu-Kush), which comprises
Nepal. The overall objective of this assessment 
was to provide credible, salient and legitimate
information and knowledge of mountain
ecosystem services to facilitate trade-off and
incentive (compensation) mechanisms for poverty
alleviation and environmental enhancement in 
the Hindu-Kush Himalayas mountains. Nepal 
was also one of the countries assessed by the 
International Assessment on Agricultural Science
and Technology for Development (2005-2008).

Social and Human Sciences Social and Human Sciences 

In the fi eld of social and human sciences, UNESCO 
has supported Nepal in the development and
implementation of a comprehensive awareness-
raising programme on anti-doping in sports. The
programme involved the production of a series 
of information, education and communication
materials on doping issues (translated into 
Nepali) and the organization of an anti-doping
awareness-raising campaign, including a national
conference on anti-doping involving government
representatives and sport movements . 
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45 The Durbar Squares of Kathmandu, Patan, and Bhaktapur, the Hindu temples of Pashupati and Changu Narayan, and 
the Buddhist stupa complexes of Swoyambu and Bauddhanath.

CultureCulture

UNESCO is the only intergovernmental agency in
Nepal actively involved in the area of culture. The 
UNESCO Offi ce in Kathmandu has conducted a
wide variety of activities over past years aimed at
policy development and capacity building in the
area of culture. These initiatives included support 
to protect the country’s cultural heritage, the 
promotion of cultural diversity, and inter-cultural
dialogue for social cohesion and to advance a
culture of peace. 

The main focus of the activities was on 
safeguarding, preservation and management
of World Heritage cultural properties. UNESCO 
provided technical assistance to monitor and
assess the status of different properties, supported
capacity building in mandatory reporting on the

state of conservation of inscribed properties, 
and encouraged international cooperation in 
conservation work. Activities focused on the 
Kathmandu Valley and Lumbini, the birthplace of 
Lord Buddha. 

Kathmandu Valley 

The World Heritage Property of the Kathmandu 
Valley, with its seven Monument Zones45, is a 
highly developed architectural expression of the 
rich historical religious and cultural life of the 
Kathmandu Valley. This area has a concentration
of monuments and urban fabric that is unique
and unparalleled anywhere else in the world.

Since the inscription of the Kathmandu Valley
onto the List of World Heritage Sites in Danger 
in 2003, UNESCO concentrated its efforts

Volunteers from Tamsipakha Community Learning Centre play traditional Newari music in Patan Durbar Square
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on addressing many issues that affect the 
conservation of the property. The successful
preparation of the Integrated Management
Framework, with commitment from the GoN to
implement this procedure, resulted in the removal
of the Kathmandu Valley from the List of World 
Heritage Sites in Danger in July 2007.

In addition, the Kathmandu Offi ce conducted 
an extensive advocacy and awareness raising
campaign for the Kathmandu Valley World
Heritage Property, including the preparation of a
Heritage Passport that was distributed in schools,
and the establishment of a community radio 
programme that broadcasts important heritage
information. To ensure sustainable conservation
of historic structures in the Kathmandu Valley,
UNESCO also developed a Home Owner’s 
Manual for owners of traditional houses. This 
manual was published with graphics and
explanatory texts in the Nepali, Newari and
English languages and it provides solutions for 
the maintenance and restoration of traditional
houses. 

Lumbini, the birthplace of the 
Lord Buddha

Lumbini, the birthplace of Lord Buddha, is one
of the holiest places for followers of one of 
the world’s great religions. It contains crucial
evidence about the nature of Buddhist pilgrimage
centres from a very early period.

The preparation of an Integrated Management
Plan for Lumbini World Heritage Property
was initiated in 2008, in close collaboration with
the World Heritage Centre, the DoA and the 
Lumbini Development Trust (LDT). An extended 
follow-up project for the conservation and
management of the property was launched, with
support from the Government of Japan, in 2010.
This project is presently being implemented by
UNESCO in cooperation with the DoA and the
LDT.

Furthermore, in conjunction with the new
conservation project focused on the Lumbini
World Heritage property, the preparation of a 
study on the multiple aspects of the Sacred
Garden was recently initiated by UNESCO.
This study is expected to contribute to a more 
comprehensive understanding of the Sacred
Garden. 

Regarding cultural sites not yet inscribed on the 
World Heritage List, UNESCO supported national 
capacity building to establish the “Tentative 
List” and explored the feasibility of possible
nominations. These initiatives also included
aspects of intangible heritage.

Preservation of intangible cultural 
heritage and development of 
cultural industries

Extensive advocacy work and support 
activities by UNESCO resulted in the GoN’s
ratifi cation of the 2003 UNESCO Convention
for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural

f Heritage in 2010. Within the framework of
the Convention, UNESCO worked towards 
local capacity building for the identifi cation,
documentation and safeguarding of Nepal’s
intangible heritage.

In 2007, UNESCO published under its
monographs and working papers series, a

f report titled “The Intangible Cultural Heritage of
Nepal: Future Direction” in order to promote and
encourage the ratifi cation of the 2003 UNESCO
Convention. 

Special attention was paid to Nepal’s audiovisual
heritage. For example, UNESCO organized a
three-day event entitled “Music of the Gods: The
Intangible Cultural Heritage of Nepal’s Musical
Castes”. This event paid tribute to musical 
performers from the Dalit communities. In 2010,
UNESCO initiated the fi rst celebration of World
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Freedom of expression and access 
to information 

Following the April 2006 People’s Movement, 
UNESCO launched a campaign to infl uence
policy makers towards improving access 
to information, especially for historically
discriminated and excluded groups. It mobilized 
CLCs and CMCs for this purpose. The centres
produced radio programmes around the theme of 
freedom of information in the run-up to the April
2008 Constituent Assembly Election.

Between 2005 and 2009, UNESCO participated 
in several international press freedom missions 
to Nepal, which involved 12 international
organizations. These missions were undertaken
at a time of a rapidly deteriorating state of press 
freedom and they helped to assess the situation 

Day for Audiovisual Heritage by organizing a
roundtable discussion on the safeguarding of 
Nepal’s audiovisual memory.

UNESCO has also been actively involved in the 
fi eld of crafts and cultural industries development. 
Under a programme titled “Cultural Survival 
and Revival of Buddhists Sanghas”, research
documentation and training on a variety of 
traditional Buddhist crafts, such as the making 
of sand mandala, stone chaitya construction
and hymn recitation were carried out to revive
traditional Buddhist arts, crafts and performing
arts. Furthermore, a woodcarving training 
programme was conducted for carpenters from 
disadvantaged groups to develop their capacity
and ability to work within the specialist fi eld of 
conservation.

With the goal of promoting intercultural dialogue 
between different religious communities,
UNESCO initiated an interactive radio 
programme focused on the cultural and religious 
diversity of the Lumbini area. Aired through local
radio stations, the programme aimed to enhance
dialogue between local Muslim and Buddhist
communities living around the Lumbini World 
Heritage property.

Communication and Communication and 
InformationInformation

The UNESCO Offi ce in Kathmandu has helped
to empower the people of Nepal through the 
free fl ow of ideas and access to information and 
knowledge. In particular, UNESCO supported 
peace efforts by building the capacity of journalists, 
supporting the creation and development of both 
community multimedia centres and community 
radio stations, promoting press freedom and
the right to information, and fostering access to
information and knowledge.

Members of the Muslim community listen to a 
community radio programme in Lumbini
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on the ground and plan intervention activities. 
This was particularly important when a new wave
of violence erupted following the Comprehensive
Peace Agreement, threatening the security of 
media professionals. 

World Press Freedom Day (WPFD) is an 
important event on UNESCO’s calendar of yearly
events. In 2009 as part of WPFD celebrations, a
South Asian regional conference was organized
in Kathmandu. International Women’s Day is also
used to raise awareness on the diffi culties faced
by women journalists in Nepal. 

UNESCO contributed to fostering the debate on 
freedom of information by making international
research available to stakeholders in the Nepali 
language. For example, the publication Freedom
of Information: A Comparative Legal Survey by
Toby Mendel was translated into Nepali and 
distributed among policymakers and media 
professionals. In addition, UNESCO provided
technical assistance to the GoN on legislation for 
freedom of information enacted in 2007.  

In order to strengthen a free, independent and 
pluralistic media, UNESCO contributed to policy
dialogue aimed at promoting free, fair and
professional reporting with the goal for media 
workers and other stakeholders to develop
professional standards for journalism in post-
confl ict Nepal. 

In relation to the 2008 Constituent Assembly 
elections, UNESCO supported the training of 
journalists on election reporting. Assistance was
also provided to develop a “Code of Conduct” to
guide radio stations covering elections.  

For the improvement of gender equality among 
media professionals, UNESCO supported the
training of women journalists from the Terai
region. The training focused on personal security, 
confl ict and gender-sensitive reporting. UNESCO 
also contributed to human rights training to
journalists in several development regions of the

tcountry. 

A major focus of UNESCO’s work in 2010 was 
the introduction of two UNESCO standard-
setting tools in Nepali, namely the Model 
Curricula for Journalism Education and the Media 
Development Indicators.

The Model Curricula for Journalism Education 
were introduced to journalists and journalism

A Aeducation institutions and associations. A
preliminary partnership was formed with one
of the public universities to launch a pilot project
for the adaptation of the curricula to Nepal’s
context.

The Media Development Indicators tool was 
introduced to media stakeholders through a
national consultation process. Preliminary 
steps towards assessing the media landscape 
in Nepal, based on the media development
indicators, were undertaken. UNESCO has also
supported an initiative to assess the performance
of community radio stations. 

Fostering universal access to 
information and knowledge

Activities to foster universal access to information 
f and knowledge focused on capacity building of

staff members of CLCs and CMCs, specifi cally
addressing the improvement of organizational and
managerial skills. “Finding a Voice”, a collaborative 
research project on poverty reduction, was carried
out in Western Nepal. Participants practiced the 
use of ICTs in news gathering and information
dissemination and also acquired skills in digital 
story telling. Furthermore, since 2006 UNESCO 
has continued facilitating information sharing,
capacity building and networking between
CMC and CLC practitioners. Community
centres were also used to provide basic

rand refresher media training courses for 
disadvantaged and marginalized groups. In
addition, funding support was offered to Tribhuvan 
University to organize workshops on advanced
digital library and knowledge management. 
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Over recent years, UNESCO’s strategy in Nepal was to
build on three core functions of the organization, namely
to act as a standard setter; a laboratory of ideas; and a 
capacity-builder. As outlined in the previous chapter,
UNESCO Kathmandu has been focusing its contribution
to Nepal’s development in areas such as education for 
all, the contribution of sciences to development, heritage
preservation and media development. In these areas,
UNESCO has provided technical assistance to challenges
in which the GoN and other development partners have
little or no expertise. For example, initiatives include
introducing ICT in education, managing heritage in an 
integrated manner, and building the capacities of journalists
and information professionals.

Differing experiences gained over past years suggest that
UNESCO’s comparative advantage lies in a combination
of value propositions including the following:
• Playing its role as a technical agency with its basic

functions (laboratory of ideas, standard setter at
the national level, clearing house, and capacity 
builder);

• Implementing this role at an up-stream level, for 
example, assisting in national planning such as 
higher education reform, innovative approaches to
combating illiteracy and the rural level in multilingual
approaches, peace education, science policies,
cultural policies related to heritage preservation and
promotion, and enabling frameworks for harnessing 
communication and information for development;

• Linking its work to Nepal’s peace and development
agenda, including facilitating the transition to a
federal, decentralized structured state in its areas of 
competence; 

• Harnessing the potential of its strong links with
civil society to reach out to non-governmental
stakeholders.

Lessons Learned

From a more sector specifi c perspective, the lessons
learned over the past years indicate that the UNESCO 
Kathmandu Offi ce should further endeavor to:
• Strengthen cooperation with development partners

in education, while at the same time focus on local 
partnerships for sustainable project development and 
implementation;

• Extend fi nancial and human resources, especially in
the natural sciences sector, for future activities;

• Carry out joint assessments with relevant UN
organizations and focus on the contribution of the
environment to sustainable development;

• Harness UNESCO’s multi-disciplinary and
multisectoral strength;

• Undertake impact assessments for activities in
advocacy and awareness-raising and timely periodic 
follow-ups, especially in light of gender, marginalized 
groups, languages, etc;  

• Have a stronger focus on gender equality issues,
including gender specifi c approaches to education,
natural sciences, culture, and communication and 
information;

• Use the Education and Science Support Strategies
developed by UNESCO’s Regional Bureau of 
Education (Bangkok) and Science (Jakarta) to 
compensate for the UNESCO Kathmandu Offi ce’s 
limited human and budgetary resources. 

In order to support the GoN in responding to the country’s 
development priorities and to deliver the organization’s 
mandate in its areas of competence, the UNESCO 
Kathmandu Offi ce will build on strong partnerships with 
the UN Country Team and other development partners. 
Also, in order to achieve coordinated and coherent working 
efforts between the government, the UN system and other 
stakeholders, it is essential that programme planning
cycles are adjusted to allow harmonized development 
efforts of the various agencies and organizations involved.
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46 As the UNDAF roll out exercise started in June 2011, thhe UCPD deppicts aa tentaative ouutliine of bbbroad ddirrectionss. TTheese 
may be subject to change depending on the outcommes of f the upcominng UNNDAF preparratiion. Thhee UCPDD Neppall mmay bbe 
reviewed, once the programme and budget for 20122-2013 (36 C/5) iss approved bby the orgganizattion’s ggoovernningg bbodiiees
and the broad approach of the new UNDAF 2013- 22017 is establisheed.

In Nepal’s transition to peace and democracy, the 
crucial role of education, the sciences, cultuure,
and communication and information – UNESCOO’s
main areas of competence – has been widdely
recognized. UNESCO, therefore, offers to asssist
the GoN to harness the power of these ffour 
areas to accelerate the country’s peace aand 
development process. The cooperation strateegy
of the Kathmandu Offi ce will be three-tiered:
1) It will focus on specifi c target groups identififi ed 

by virtue of their vulnerability, exclusion aand 
poverty through addressing the systemmic
causes of their vulnerability and exclusion,
for example by addressing their lack of 
access to formal and non-formal educattion 
and the high rates of illiteracy among theese
groups.

2) It will contribute to the prediction of potenntial
natural and human hazards in order to 
protect development gains, for exammple
by contributing to disaster risk reductionn in 
the education sector, mobilizing science for 
climate change adaptation and mitigation,
and reducing the vulnerability of cultuural
heritage to natural hazards. 

3) It will support Nepal in its role as a member 
of the international community, for exammple 

PART III

Proposed Cooperation FrameworkProposed Cooperation Framework
by ffostering its poosition iinn the internaatiionaal
Eduucatioon foor All mmovemmment, asssistting inn
the impplemeentatioon of, or aaddherrenncee ttoo
inteernatioonal cultturre-relaaated internatiionaal
conventiions, and haarnessssing thhe caappaccitieess
of sstakeholdeers too ccomplyyy withh internaatiionaal
stanndardds aas reeggards to ffreedoomm oof 
infoormation aand freeeddom ooof exppreessiionn.

In addittion tto woorkingg wwith thhhe GooNN andd NNGOO 
stakehoolderss in UUNESCCOO’s arreeas off commpeeteenccee
in Nepal, the UNEESCOO KKathmaaandu OOOffi cee innteenddss 
to continnue aand sttrengttheen its activee partticipaatioonn 
in the OOne UUN aapproaach of tthe Unnited NNattionnss
Countryy Teaam inn Neppall, parrtticularrlyy wwithhinn thhee
framewoork oof thee pressent anndd futuurre UUNNDAAFss, 
while alsso caarryinng outt aactivitieees whhicch reppreesennt
unique UNESCCO cconntributttions to NNepall’ss
developpmentt.46

A summmary of UUNESSCCO’s cccontribbuutionn to  thhee 
current UNDDAF 22008-220012 offf past aand onnggoinngg 
projectss are refl eected in Anneeex 1. PPPriorityy aareaass 
for 20122-2013 in eeach oof UUNESSSCO’s ssector,, wwhicchh 
have thee poteential to coonttributeee to thhee currreentt anndd 
up-comiing UUNDAAF, aree rrefl ectteed in AAAnneex 2.

Gender equality is one of the two global priorities of UNESSCO. TThe UNESCOO Offi cee in Kaathmandu  will payyy particuulaar atttention to
the pursuit of the objective of gender equality through twoo mutuually reinforcing appproachhes: fi rsstly,, ensuriinng full immplemmenntattion
of the gender mainstreaming strategy in all areas of activities;; secondly, ennsuringg that the speecififi c needdds of woommen and ggirls
are addressed through gender-specifi c initiatives.
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EducationEducation

GGiiven tthe conteexxt of Nepaal’s educcational
ddeeveelopmmentt efforrtts andd emerrging challenges,
UUNNEESCCOO will conttinue to assisst thee couuntry to
immmproovve acceess, eqquity, efffi ciency annd quuality of 
eedduccattionn anndd enhhhance innstituttionall cappacity at 
aalll leveels.

AA sppecciaal fooccus ooof UNNESSCO’ss acction will be
oonn sspeeciifi c taarget groupps identtifi ed by the UN
CCoounntrry TTeammm as paaarticulaarlly vulnnerabble, inncluding
cchhildren wwithoout basssic eduuccation,, adolesceent girls, 
DDaalitss aannd illitterateess, withh aa special eemphhasis on
ggirrls annd woommen. AAAs reggaards thhemaatic aareas of 
innttervveention aas priooritizedd in UNESS, UNEESCO’s
aacctioon wwill foccuus on aacceleeraating pprogrress ttowards
EEFFA,, builldingg an efffffectivee aand incclusivve edducation
ssyysteemm, andd on educcaation for susttainable
ddeeveelopmmentt and aa cultuuree for peacee.

Teaching basic computer skills to visually impaired girls and boys

In all its activities in the area of education, UNESCO
will endeavor to assist education stakeholders
to better understand the implications of the
exppected federal state structure on the entire
eduucation sector, engaging stakeholders in policy
dialogue and develop the capacities needed by
eduucational planners to address issues related to
devvolution of power.

Accelerating progress towards EFA 
by 2015

Undder the overall goals to achieve Education for 
All by 2015, UNESCO will focus on literacy and
lifelong learning, teacher training and education
plannning. UNESCO will put special emphasis
on women and disadvantaged groups and on
devveloping the capacities of CLCs to address
theiir needs through mother tongue-based
literracy. In this context, activities will focus on
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the capacity building of education offi cials aand
non-state providers of literacy and the promottion 
of equivalency programmes for out-of-schhool
and drop-out girls and boys at the primary aand
secondary levels.

UNESCO also plans to enhance the capacityy of 
teacher training providers and teacher educatoors,
particularly in the use of ICT in teacher trainning
and education, for example in the teachingg of 
mathematics and sciences.

Furthermore, UNESCO will support natioonal
efforts to build capacity in evidence-bassed 
planning and monitoring of education, for 
example, by providing technical assistancee in 
data collection and analysis with respect to bboth 
formal and non-formal education. UNESCO will
continue to support the MoE in the preparattion
of annual school statistics reports (Flash aand
consolidated reports) and in the developmentt of 
capacity of school principles to effi ciently manaage 
school records.

Building an effective and inclusive 
education system

Supporting national efforts for improving quaality
education in the context of the School Secctor 
Reform Plan (SSRP), UNESCO will continnue
to provide policy advice in the areas of primary
and secondary school performance and in the 
development of a strategy for higher education.
In this context, UNESCO intends to focus on 
open and distance learning to support natioonal
efforts for improving access to higher education.
Activities will also focus on capacity buildingg of 
education offi cials in the area of gender inclussive 
education, multilingual education, etc.

In terms of improving the quality of ECD, the 
Kathmandu Offi ce will focus on enhanccing
the capacity of education offi cials, improvving
collaboration with key partners and developping
and testing mother tongue-based materials.

In termms of aadvoccaccy aand ssttrengthheeninngg
partnersships, UNNESCCO will fosteer knnowwleedggee
generation aand exxchannges of ideas oon eemmerrginngg 
trends aand cchalleengess tto achhieve tthe gooals oof 
EFA by 20155. UNNESCCOO will eencouurragee sshaarinngg
of good practices  towards achhiievingg EFAA thhroougghh 
strengthheningg thee reggional fooorum oof eeduucaatioonn 
ministerrs annd paarliammenntariannns of SSouth AAsiaann 
countriees.

Education for sustainable 
development and a culture for 
peace and non-violence

UNESCCO wwill ccontinnuee to fosteerr EEduucaatioonn
for Susstainaable Deveeloopmennnt (ESSD) thhroougghh 
enhancing thhe capacitiees of educaattion ooffi ciaalss 
and othher kkey stakeehoolderss to iinntegratte thhee 
principlees, valuess andd ppracticcces oof susstaainnabblee 
developpmentt in educattion. 

A speccial eemphhasis inn thisss connttext wwilll bbee
on disaaster riskk redducction in thhee eeduucaatioonn 
sector, respoondinng to analysiss that eduucatiionaal
institutioons inn Neppal aree pparticcuularly vvulneeraabble ttoo
earthquaakes and otherr diisasteers, maaiinly beecaaussee 
of the lack oof awwarennesss anndd cappaacityy. In thhiss
context, eduucatioon prrovvides a meeaans thhroougghh 
which aawareenesss of, aand resiliencee to ddissassterss 
at different leveels off ssociettyy cann bee rraiisedd. 
UNESCCO wwill woork wwithh releeevant sstakkehholderss 
to provide thhe edducationn secttor in NNepaal with aa 
comprehhensive nnationnal frammeeworkk for disaasteeer 
preparednesss, mmanaggemment and mmitiggattion inn
schools and univeersitiees.

The KKathmmanduu Offfi cce ppplans to inccluddee 
Educatioon foor Sustainnable DDDevelooppmeent aas aa
cross cuuttingg proggrammmee. Thisss will bbee deeveeloopeedd 
and immplemmenteed inn collabbboratioonn wwitth thhee 
UNESCCO RRegionnal BBurreaus in booth Baanggkookk 
and Jakkarta.
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Natural SciencesNatural Sciences

Inn thhe aareaa of nnatural sciences, UNEESCO’s
ccoontrribbution wwill foccus on meeting the coountry’s
nneeedds with ssccienceee-baseed soluttions, parrticularly
thhrouughh asssissting the GGooN too revview policies
reelateedd to SS&T. This wwill include building
innsstitutiionnal capaaccity too proomotee sscientifi c
reeseaarcch aannd rregionnall annd internnational
ccoollabooraationn, streengtheen techhnoloogy transfer 
foor inncrreaasedd prodduuctivitty, and mobilize science
aannd teechhnoloogy ffoor suusttainabble ddevelopment
aannd cllimmate channgge addaaption andd mittigation. 
AAcctivvitieess willl be ccaarried  oout in conjunction with
thhe RReegiionaal Scieence SSuupportt Straategyy 2010-
2200133 oof UNEESCO’’ss Reggioonal OOffi ce for SScience
inn Jakkarrta.477 Poteeential wworking prrioritiees and
aacctivitiees areee summmmarizzedd undder the themes
oof “PPoliccy RReeview and Sttrengtthening SScience,
TTeechnooloogy aand Innovvattion” and “Moobilizing

47 hhttpp://uunesddooc.uneessco.orgg/immages/00018/00018997/189781E.ppdf

A woman from Humla grinds grain in a traditional grinder

Scieence and Technology for Sustainable Use
of Natural Resources and Climate Change
Adaaptation and Mitigation”.

Policy review and strengthening 
science, technology and 
innovation

Building on UNESCO’s past assistance in policy
formmulation and developing infrastructure for 
S&TT, the Kathmandu Offi ce plans to continue its
up-sstream support for reviewing S&T policy and
building institutional mechanisms. In this context, 
scieence and technology development and
eduucation critically depends on the upgrading
andd extension of research and development 
activities. With poor infrastructure and very little
fi naancial resources, the country needs foremost 
cappacity building to promote a culture of science
andd research in science and technology. An
insttitutional mechanism is necessary that attracts
scieentifi c proposals and provides funding for 
natiional, regional and international cooperation.

A sppecial focus will be on identifying projects that
connsider sustainable use of available natural
resoources, biodiversity and scientifi c landscape
to eemploy the potential of natural sciences for 
povverty reduction. UNESCO intends to strengthen
S&TT systems and capacities through intervention
in thhe areas of natural resource planning amidst
incrreasing climate variability.

Thee strengthening of technology and innovation, 
knoowledge transfer and dissemination are
esssential for poverty reduction and sustainable
devvelopment. UNESCO Kathmandu proposes to
alsoo strengthen efforts to enhance the knowledge
basse of relevant technologies and assess
poteential linkages and cooperation of industries
andd the business community.
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Mobilizing science and technology 
for sustainable use of natural 
resources and climate change 
adaptation and mitigation

Despite Nepal’s ample water resources, the
country is experiencing shortages of water for 
direct consumption and for agricultural usee in
the dry season. Depletion of water sources aand
degradation of water quality require substanntial
effort in the area of conservation and quaality
awareness.

UNESCO proposes to continue conductting
regular capacity building programmes for hyddro-
meteorological technicians. Further potenntial
areas of action could be the commissionning
of water balance studies, research on forrest
hydrology and sediment transportation in the
context of climate change and study of vulneraable 
lakes. 

With more than one billion people dependent
on the resources of the Himalayas, the
consequences of climate change effects in tthis
mountainous region are severe for the populatioons
and ecosystems of many neighbouring countriies.
Knowledge dissemination on climate change aand 
the promotion of alternate livelihood methoods
are essential to counteract climate change aand
to adapt to new environment cycles. UNESCCO
plans to support promotional activities on
alternate livelihoods and assist in establishingg a
knowledge management centre. 

Natural disasters due to landslides and fl oodding
are common during the monsoon season. It
is proposed to set up early warning systemss in

the mosst vulnerable arreaas in oorder tto saave liveess
and proopertyy throough immproveeed susstainabbilitty oof 
communnitiess.

The Katthmaandu Offi cee pplans to assssist thee GGooNN
to pursuue nationnal assseessmeeents ooff eccossysstemm 
servicess andd agriiculturrall knowwwledgee andd SS&&T inn
support of thee couuntry’ss eefforts to achhievee reeleevannt
MDGs, in particullar, MDGG 7.

In all of the aabovee areaas, collabboratioon iss pllannneedd 
with thee scieence regioonaal fl agggship pproggraammmeess 
BREES (climatee chaange), SWITTCCH (wwaaterr)), 
COMPEETENNCE (scienncce eduucatioonn annd EESDDD)
and FORCE (disaaster prrepareeednesss)), deeveeloopeedd
by the UNEESCOO Reggioonal SSScienccee Bureeaau inn
Jakarta..48

Culture Culture 

Buildingg on results off ppast aacctivitieess inn cculturee,
UNESCCO Kaathmmandu wwill cooontinuee to wworrk ttoo 
protect Nepaal’s taangible and iintanggible heeritaggee
and onn mainsttreammingg cuulture in naatiionaal
developpmentt policies, hharnessssing the pooteentiaal
of culture too conntribute to NNNepal’ss peacce anndd 
developpmentt ageenda.

The undderlyiing pprincipplee of UUUNESCCCO’s wworrk inn
Nepal iss to foster tthe pooteential ooof cultuure foor hhumaann 
developpmentt thatt is haass as aa sourccee off iddentittyy,
innovation aand ccreativvityy for the innddividduaal anndd
the commmuniity annd an immportaannt factoor inn thhe fi ghht
against poveerty, providdinng forrr econnoomicc ggroowtthh
and ownnershhip off deveelopmennt procceessees.49  

Main acctivitiees wwill foccuss on promootingg nnott yeet 
ratifi ed cculturre-rellated intternattiional ccoonvenntioonss550

48 Cf Regional Science Support Strategy 2010-2013 oof UNNESCO’s Reggional Offi ce for SScieence inn Jakartaa..
49 Cf A/RES/65/166 “Culture and development”
50 This includes the Convention on the Protection andd Prommotion of thee Diveersity oof Culttural Exprressionns (20005) annd thhe 

Hague Convention (1954) for the Protection of Culltural Property in tthe Evvent of Armeed Confl iccct and iitss twoo Prottocoolls
(1954 and 1999).
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aannd integgrattinng theee prinncipples oof thhose already
raatifi eed innto nnaationaal policciees andd legisslatioon.

AA specciaal foccuus off UNESSCCO’s actioon willl be on
taargeet ggrooupss identtiifi ed bby the UUN Countrry Team
aass paartticcularrlyy vulnnerablee, includding endaangered
aannd hhigghly margginalizeedd indigenoous groups
aannd peeopple livving iinn areaass vulnerablle to climate
cchhanngee aand nnaaturall disassters. Reegardding thhematic
aarreass oof iinterrvventioonn, UNNESSCO’ss actiion wwill focus
oonn suustaiinabblyy enhhaancingg aand pproteccting Nepal’s
WWWorld Heeritaagge proopertiees, safeguardding Nepal’s
innttanngiblee cuulltural heritaagee, supporrting Nepal’s
ccuulturaal induusstries and ppromooting interrcultural

dialogue, social cohesion and a culture of peace
andd non-violence.

Sustainably enhancing and 
protecting Nepal’s World Heritage 
Properties

Within the overall framework of protecting and
connserving Nepal’s cultural and natural heritage
throough the effective implementation of the 1972
Connvention, the UNESCO Offi ce in Kathmandu
will continue to provide technical assistance to
the GoN for monitoring of its inscribed properties, 
suppport capacity building in mandatory reporting
on their state of conservation and encourage
inteernational cooperation in their conservation.
In aaddition, UNESCO will assist stakeholders in
the management of properties, fi nd sustainable
soluutions to the protection of the sites, and meet
the development needs of communities living
inside and at the site boundaries.

In tthis context, UNESCO will put a particular 
empphasis on involving local communities in
prottecting, safeguarding and managing World
Herritage properties. UNESCO plans to build
the capacity of local authorities to contribute to
the development of long-term site management
planns that stress sustainability and community
enggagement. This would include programmes to
impprove living conditions of local communities and
to eenhance economic development opportunities
linkked to heritage tourism and craft industries.

On the operational level, the implementation
of tthe three year project (2010-2013) for the
“Strrengthening Conservation and Management
of LLumbini, the Birthplace of Lord Buddha”51 will
conntinue jointly with the DoA and the LDT. 

Schoolgirls worship in a temple in Bhaktapur

51 UUSDD 7791,77000 proovvided ooveer threee yeaars thrrough the Jaapanesse-Funds-in-Trust for the Preservation of the World’s
CCultturral Herritage.
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Disaster preparedness and risk reduction in the 
area of tangible heritage is of particular concern
to Nepal because of its high vulnerability to 
earthquakes. World Heritage properties in urbban 
areas and their surroundings are threatened by
potential damage from natural disasters. In tthis
regard, UNESCO plans to extend activities in the
fi eld of disaster risk reduction to encompass Woorld 
Heritage properties. Future activities could be the 
provision of technical support for an integraated
risk assessment to analyze the vulnerability of the 
cultural heritage. This would include developping
a Disaster Risk Management Plan to be partt of 
an Integrated Management Framework for onee or 
several monument zones within the Kathmanndu 
Valley World Heritage Property.

In order to enhance the protection of cultuural
properties in the event of armed confl ict, includding
World Heritage properties in Nepal, the UNESCCO
Offi ce in Kathmandu will draw the attentionn of 
the relevant authorities to the importance of the 
1954 Hague Convention and its two Protoccols
(1954 and 1999) and to the need of ratifyying
them shortly. The Kathmandu Offi ce will aalso
encourage the relevant authorities to organnize
an awareness campaign and to train the milittary
and law-enforcement forces in the protectionn of 
cultural property in the event of an armed confl flict.

Safeguarding Nepal’s intangible 
cultural heritage and supporting 
Nepal’s cultural industries

Within the framework of UNESCO’s action to
safeguard the intangible cultural heritage throuugh
the implementation of the 2003 Convention, the
UNESCO Offi ce in Kathmandu will work towaards
local and national capacity building for the
identifi cation, documentation and safeguardding
of Nepal’s intangible heritage. This will incluude 
providing assistance for developing adequate
institutional and legal frameworks supported by
capacity building workshops and communnity-
based pilot projects. Extra budgetary resourcces

have beeen moobilizzed to suupportt traininng woorkkshhoppss 
and consulttativee procceesses, in linne wwitth thhee
organizaation’’s gloobal strrategyyy of ssttrengthheeninngg 
national cappacitiees foor safegguardinng inntaanggibblee 
heritagee.

After thee endorsemment oof the cooountryy’ss fi rsst cculturraal
policy inn 20110, UUNESCCOO Katthhmanddu wwill assisst
in the ddevellopment oof strateeegies, in pparrticculaaar 
with reggard tto thee safeegguardinng of itts inntaanggibblee 
heritagee. Saafeguardingg intangggible hheritagge anndd
strengthheningg thhe caapaacitiesss of ccommmunnitieess 
directly suppport the prressent UUUNDAFF’s ooutcoomeess 
for sustaainabble livvelihooodd and ffor social inncclussionn.

UNESCCO fuurtherr planns to orrgganizzee awwarrennessss
raising programmmes ddireected at sppecififi c taargeet
groups ssuch as sttate ooffi cials, local ccommmuunitiess,
and young woomenn and mmen abboout thee connveenntionn. 
In orderr to reeach themm, emphhasis wwwill bbe puut oonn 
inter-secctoral actiion throough ffoormal aand innfoormaal
educatioon annd meedia. Inn this fraamewoorrk, UUNESSCCOO
plans acctivities suuch aas integrration oof inntaanggiblee
heritagee in ccurriculum annd theee creaattion off raadioo, 
TV and new meddia coonttent reeelated tto inntaanggiblee
heritagee.  

Active ssupport wwill aalsoo be provvidded foor thhee
developpmentt of NNepal’s arts aaand crraafts induustrryy.
To asceertain the econnommic bbeenefi tss in the lonngg
term forr locaal coommunitties, UUNESSCCO plaanns ttoo 
strengthhen thhe peerformmannce annnd commmpetitivvennessss
of existinng cuulturaal industrries, fooor exaammplee thhroougghh
projectss to ppromote trradditionaaal skilllss off wwoomeenn 
and minnority grouups.

Promoting intercultural dialogue, 
social cohesion and a culture of 
peace and non-violence

Acknowwledgiing tthe importannnce ooff prommootinngg 
the diveersity of NNepal’s peopllee for thhe ccounntryy’ss 
developpmentt, UUNESCCOO wwill woork toowwarddss 
fosteringg cultural diverrsity as a keyy comppoonennt 
for buildding aan inclusivve socieetty thaat resspeectts aalll
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UNESCO’s support will focus on building capacity, 
streengthening professionalism and fostering
respponsibility in the media profession. Priorities
will be on legislative reforms, media pluralism,
andd training media professionals on election
repoorting and the process of state restructuring, 
withh a special emphasis on public dialogue and
commmunication.

A sspecial focus of UNESCO’s action will be on
speecifi c target groups identifi ed by the UN Country
Teaam as particularly vulnerable, including people
livinng in the ten lowest HDI districts.

As regards thematic areas of intervention,
UNESCO’s action will focus on three main
areaas of action: Enabling freedom of expression
for fostering development, democracy, and
dialogue for a culture of peace and nonviolence;

ssoociaal annd reeligiouss grouupps. Pootential UNNESCO
innttervveention pprograammmess inn this areaa could focus
oonn livvinng cultuures annnd artiistic exppression taargeting
foocuss grrouppss suchh as laanguage mminorrities or 
eethniic ccommmmunitieees margginalizzed in nnational
ddeeveelopmmentt. 

Communication and Communication and 
InformationInformation

BBuuildding oon rreesults oof passt aactivitties inn the area of 
ccoommmuunicatiioon anddd inforrmation,, and in reesponse
too the chhalleennges tthat NNeppal faaces in this area,
UUNNEESCCOO KKaathmaandu wiill continuue too assist
sstaakeeholdderss in NNNepal too enhancce universal
aaccceesss tto innfformaattion aand to prommote a free,
innddeppenddentt aand ppluralissticc meddia, cconsoolidating
thhe ggroowwth ooff Neppaal’s mmeddia seector overr recent
yyeearss. 

Radio Rep Cycling and listening to a community radio programme at the same time
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strengthening a free, independent and pluralisstic
media; and empowering people through univerrsal
access to information and knowledge. 

Enabling freedom of expression 
for fostering development, 
democracy, and dialogue for a 
culture of peace and non-violence 

The UNESCO Offi ce in Kathmandu will continnue
to act as a promoter of dialogue among meedia
professionals in post-confl ict Nepal and to provvide 
advice to media professionals, institutions aand 
local authorities to enhance the development
of freedom of expression. It will promote the 
development of free, independent and pluralisstic
media and public service broadcasting, whhich
are fundamental to the peace and development
process.

UNESCO will also continue to strengthen the 
capacity of the media, including communnity
media, to promote a culture of peace and non-
violence. In addition, UNESCO will explore the
potential of community media to address the 
issue of disasters and to contribute to disasster 
risk reduction. 

The Kathmandu Offi ce also plans to continuee its
advocacy for freedom of expression and freedom
of the press through promoting and celebratting
the annual World Press Freedom Day and raissing
its voice in cases of intimidation and violennce 
against media professionals.

Strengthening free, independent 
and pluralistic media in support of 
the peace building process

The main feature of UNESCO’s work in the
area of strengthening a free, independent aand 
pluralistic media in support of peace building will
be continued with the assessment of Nepaal’s

media landsscapee thrrouugh UUNESSCCO’ss MMediaa
Developpmennt Inndicatorrs. TThesee inndicaatorss
provide ann aauthorritaative frammmewoorkk fooor 
strengthheningg thee meddiaa to hheelp it cconttribbutte ttoo
strengthheningg deemocrraccy, huuuman rrightts, ggooodd 
governaance and citizzenn engggagemmeent. In thhiss
context, by ttraining joourrnalisttss andd raissingg theeir 
awareneess aand uundersstaandinggg about theeirr riightss
and responsibilitiees, thhe Nepaali meddiia seecctor wwilll
be betteer eqquipped too pplay aa moree crittical roolee 
in strenngthening democcracy. UNEESSCOO is alssoo
planningg to imprrove the quaality ooff joourrnaalismm 
educatioon inn Neppal inn oorder to sttreengtheenn thhee 
professionaliism oof jouurnnalistss in thhee coounntrry, inn 
particulaar to enabble theemm to reeeport oon thhe peeaccee
and deeveloppmennt prooccess in a nnon-paarttisaann 
manner.. Forr this purpposse, thee UNEEESCOO MModeel
Curricula foor Joournaalissm EEEducattioon wwill bbee
adaptedd for use in onne of thhhe couuntryy’s publlicc
universities. UNEESCO wwill alssoo conntiinuee too bbuildd
the proffessioonal capaccities off commmmunity--baaseedd
media innstitutionss baseed on ann assessmeentt oof thhee
performancee of coommuunity radddio staattionss.

Furthermmore, UNNESCOO will cccontinuue too ppursuuee 
the inteegrattion of ggennder persppeectivvess anndd
participaation of soociallyy mmarginnnalizedd grooupps  anndd 
communnitiess in thhe meddia. Asss an eexxammplle of aa
concretee opeeratioonal innteerventtion, UUNESSCCOO wwilll
support the eestabblishmment of aa commmmunnityy rradioo
station managedd andd ooperaatted bbyy woommeen inn
Jumla DDistricct.

Empowering people through 
universal access to and 
preservation of information, 
including documentary heritage

In the areaa of empowweringgg citizzeens thhroougghh
universaal aaccesss too, and presservaatioonn oof 
informattion, UNEESCO’s actioonn will bbe aaimmeed aat 
improvinng peeoplee’s acceess too publicc infformmaatioonn 
and doccumentaryy herittagge.
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Thiss will include:
• Fostering a culture of peace and non-

violence through, for example, formal and 
non-formal education, the development of a
knowledge base about the various cultures
and the facilitation of cross-cultural media
reporting in the spirit of the “Nepal Peace and 
Development Strategy 2010-2015”;

• Contributing to climate change mitigation and 
adaptation through, for example, fostering
interdisciplinary climate change education for 
sustainable development  and monitoring the 
impact of climate change in the two natural
World Heritage properties  (Chitwan National
Park and Sagarmatha National Park) ; 

• Contributing to the fi ght against HIV and 
AIDS through, for example, assisting in the 
development of the stakeholders’ capacity to
provide life skills-based HIV education and 
communication and information programmes
as part of the joint UN action to support the 
national HIV/AIDS response.

Inn orderr to improoove thhe GoNN’s rrecordds and 
aarrchiivees maannagemmment syystemm, thee UNNESCO
KKaathmaanndu OOOffi ce pplans too suppport thhe reeviewing 
aannd rrevvission oof the legal fraamewwork fofor arcchives. 

TThhe UNEESCCOO Katthmannduu Offifi ce pplans further 
too rraissee awwwareneeess oon the impportance of 
ddoocuumenntaryy herittaage aannd itss symmbolic force 
foor ppeaace, ssoocial sstability and natioonal identity
bbyy unndeertaakking a situation maapping and
bbuuildingg insttittutionaal andd professionnal ccapacity. 
FFuurthherr ppubllicc awaaarenesss on thhe immportaance of 
ssaafegguarrdingg docummmentaaryy heritaage wwill bee raised, 
foor exxaample tthhroughh the aannnual ccelebbratioon of the 
WWWorld DDaay foorr Audiioovisuaal Heritaage.

Intersectoral approachesIntersectoral approaches

Inn orrdeer to mmmake uuse oof llimitedd ressourcces in a
mmooree sstraateggicc wayy and fforr higheer impact,, certain 
aacctivitiees willl be immplemeented inn an interssectoral
mmaannneer harnneessinggg UNEESSCO’ss inteerdiscciplinary
ppootenntial..

WWithh aa grrowing populaattion, a happhazarrd urbaan spraawl, rapidly deegrading natural resources and other development pressures, 
NNeppal’’s eexpossuure to haaazards bbotth naturral andd humaan-made – is increaasing. This reality clearly calls for the inclusion of disaster 
rrisk reducction  ((DRR) mmeasurres on Neppal’s ssustainnable developpmentt agenda. UNESCO’s contribution to this agenda will be 
tto ddevveloop thee DRR ccaapacitiees of the sstakehholderss of the educcation, culture, sciences, and communication and information
ssecttorss too bettteer undeerrstand hazzards, aassesss theirr risks, and esstablissh and implement comprehensive DRR frameworks and
pplanns.

In thhis coontexxt, UNESSCO’s innteersectorral DRRR proggramme hass a two-pronged strategy: UNESCO will work simultaneously 
oon tthee naationall policyy level aandd the coommunity levvel, building the ccapacities of both the relevant line ministries and of the 
ccommmuniities mmmost vullnnerablee too naturaal disassters. 

TThee fi rst axiss oof the sstrategy is to coollaborrate wwith the Minisstries of Education, Culture, Sciences and Information and
CCommmmunnicatioonn in orddeer to build capacities off the naational stakehholderrs to assess the risks and to establish gender-responsive, 
ccommprreheensivvee and efffi cient DDRRR frammeworkks and plans.

TThee seecoond aaxxis is tooo work witth the commmunitiess most vulneerable to natural disasters in order to improve their disaster 
pprepparreddnesss, for exaammple byy bbuilding the caapacityy of communiity raddios, community learning centres and communities living 
iin aand arroundd World HHeritage ppropertties. Thhe eduucation sectoor will produce advocacy and awareness raising information,
wwhille tthe commmmunicattioon and infformatioon secctor willl build the communnity media’s capacity to disseminate the information. The
cculturee seector wwill focuuss on buuilding herritage ssensitivve approachees to DDRR giving consideration to cultural diversity and gender 
ppersspeectiive off tthe connccerned coommunities.

Special focus on reducing the risk of disasters 
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UNESCO Kathmandu cannot achieve its 
objectives alone and an effi cient liaison between 
the Offi ce and its principal partners remains
essential for successful work. Partners are
crucial for ensuring political commitment, wide
ownership, high-level expertise and cutting-edge 
knowledge as well as the adequate fi nancial
resources required for the implementation of 
current and future programmes laid out in the 
UCPD.

One of the main partners of the UNESCO Offi ce
in Kathmandu is the Nepal National Commission 
for UNESCO (NatCom). NatCom’s major 

function is to facilitate contacts and promote
interface among national partners involved in 
UNESCO’s activities, for example the various
ministerial departments, agencies, institutions,
organizations, but also the numerous UNESCO 
clubs, centres and associations in Nepal and

f individuals working for the advancement of
education, sciences, culture, and communication 
and information in Nepal. NatCom, which is
part of the Ministry of Education (MoE), largely
facilitates UNESCO’s  action by playing the role
of an effective coordinator and catalyst within the 
UNESCO-GoN collaboration framework.

Ministry of Education, Department of Education, UNESCO ASPnet Schools Association Nepal,
Higher Secondary Education Board, Non Formal Education Center, District Education Offi ce,
University Grants Commission, etc.

Ministry of Federal Affairs, Constituent Assembly, Parliamentary Affairs and Culture, Ministry of 
Forest and Soil Conservation, Department of Archeology (Ministry of Culture), Lumbini Development 
Trust, Pashupati Area Development Trust, etc. 

Ministry of Information and Communications, National Information Commission, 
Nepal National Library, Offi ce of the National Archives, etc.

Ministry of Sciences and Technology,  Nepal Academy of Science and Technology, etc.

Education

Culture

Natural 
Sciences

Communication and 
Information

PART IV

PartnershipsPartnerships
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UNESCO Kathmandu Offi ce partners with a
wide range of government agencies, and non-
governmental organizations, academia and civil 
society.

Crucial partners of UNESCO are the members
of the UN country team. The Offi ce’s actively
contributed to the work of the UNCT, notably
within the framework of the present UNDAF.  The 
Offi ce is represented in all four UNDAF theme
groups, and other thematic or organizational
coordination mechanisms, including the UN
Joint Team on HIV/AIDS, the Gender Team 
Group, the Security Management Team, and
the Operational Management Team.  The Offi ce 
has contributed to the preparation of the “Nepal 
Peace and Development Strategy 2010-2015”, 
which articulates how development partners

could assist Nepal to realize the development
agenda embedded in the Comprehensive Peace 
Agreement.

The UNESCO Offi ce in Kathmandu will also draw 
on the expertise and resources available in the 
UNESCO Regional Bureaux for Education and
Science in New Delhi and Jakarta, respectively, 
and will seek collaboration and partnerships with 
UNESCO Category 2 Institutes and Centres in
the region.  

In addition the UNESCO Offi ce in Kathmandu
will seek to mobilize and strengthen partnerships
from the private sector, particularly in its activities 
to promote literacy and to preserve the cultural 
heritage of Nepal. 
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ANNEX 1

UNESCO’s past and current strategic cooperation framework for NepalUNESCO’s past and current strategic cooperation framework for Nepal

The following table presents a summary of UNESCO’s contribution to the current UNDAF (2008-2012) including past and ongoing 
projects52.  

CP outcome B: 1
Socially excluded and 
economically marginalized 
groups, including 
adolescents increasingly 
utilize and participate 
in the management of 
basic services, including 
education and health 
services, and water and 
sanitation   facilities. 

Supporting national efforts on 
NFE to improve literacy rates & 
strengthen CLCs with special 
reference to women & excluded 
groups within the frame work 
of the Literacy Initiative for 
Empowerment (LLIFE) and the 
United Nations literacy decade 
(UNLD). 

Literacy For All: Empowerment 
And Poverty Reduction In Post-
Confl ict Nepal (phase I and II).

70,000

174,000

UNESCO activity
UNDAF Country 
Programming 

Outcome
UNESCO Deliverables

Available 
resources US$

 Capacities of policy makers strengthened for effective planning,
implementation and monitoring of literacy and non-formal education
programmes.

 Number of f CLC members trained.
 Local community members have enhanced their reading habit.
 Coordination and partnership among literacy and NFE providers improved.
 Sets of bridging courses for school dropout and out-of- school children in

primary education developed and tested.

 Sets of mother tongue-based literacy materials in Khas, Awadhi, Maithili 
and Nepali languages prepared and tested in selected districts.

 Number of women from disadvantaged communities   acquired basic  and 
post literacy skills including appropriate income generation skills.

 Capacity of community-based organizations strengthened for the effective
delivery of relevant literacy and non-formal education programmes. 

UNDAF priority area B- Quality Services

52 UNESCO has been contributing to foremost to two UNDAF priority areas: Quality Services, and Human Rights, Gender Equality and Social Inclusion.
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CP outcome B.2
Local government and line 
agencies more effectively 
mobilized to manage 
resources, and deliver 
services.

Capacity building for education 
for all (CapEFA) project. 

Enhancing policy, planning and 
monitoring to better achieve 
the EFA goals in the context of 
School Sector Reform (SSR) 
and federalism. 

Support National efforts for 
assessing secondary education 
policy in light of School Sector 
Reform Programme (SSRP).

Supporting national efforts 
for integrating education for 
sustainable development in a 
sector wide framework. 

Capacity development in 
advocating, designing, 
implementing and assessing 
HIV/AIDS policies and 
programmes for and by MOES 
in post-confl ict Nepal. 

HIV and AIDS education through 
community learning centres 
(CLC) among illiterate women in 
the far west region of Nepal

607,000

150,000

50,000

65,000

110,000

 Number of education offi cials trained.
 NFE MIS established in selected districts.
 Comprehensive assessment of CLCs undertaken and disseminated.
 Literacy module for household survey tested in selected districts.

 Number of education offi cials trained on the use and analysis of education 
data in planning and management.

 Training materials developed and disseminated.
 Timely production of Flash and consolidated report ensured.
 Informed thematic discussions on education and federalism undertaken.
 A Mid-decade assessment of EFA undertaken and dissimilated.

 Capacity of policy makers and programme implementers strengthened.
 Number of ECCE materials developed and disseminated.
 A study on the equivalency programme undertaken and disseminated.

 Number of education offi cials’ understanding on ESD enhanced.
 Capacity of education offi cials’ and teacher training providers enhanced

on integration of ESD elements in teacher training programmes and
curriculum.

 A framework of ESD, including sets of ESD indicators prepared for 
integration into the education sector.

 Review of education sector response to HIV and AIDs education
undertaken.

 Advocacy materials on HIV and AIDS for community people and teachers 
developed and disseminated.

 Capacity of education offi cials and journalists enhanced.
 Lesson plan on “lesson for life” by schools teachers in selected organized, 

compiled and disseminated.
 Sets of literacy materials relating to HIV and AIDS prepared and tested 

among women from vulnerable and  excluded  groups in selected districts.

UNESCO activity
UNDAF Country 
Programming 

Outcome
UNESCO Deliverables

Available 
resources US$
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CP Outcome B.3:
Line ministries and 
the Ministry of Local 
Development have 
structures, policies and 
programmes to support 
decentralized, quality 
service delivery that is 
pro-poor and inclusive.

CP outcome D.3 
Central and local 
government institutions 
mainstream gender 
and social inclusion 
concerns in policies, 
plans, programme 
implementation, budgets 
and monitoring.

Supporting national efforts to 
improve policies for achieving 
quality basic education for all.

Supporting national efforts 
to achieve Inclusive basic 
education for girls and boys.

110,000

100,000

 Review of education sector response to HIV and AIDs education
undertaken.

 Advocacy materials on HIV and AIDS for community people and teachers
developed and disseminated.

 Capacity of education offi cials and journalists enhanced.
 Lesson plan on “lesson for life” by schools teachers in selected organized,

compiled and disseminated.
 Sets of literacy materials relating to HIV and AIDS prepared and tested

among women from vulnerable and  excluded  groups in selected districts.

 A toolkit on Inclusive education adapted and disseminated.
 A GENIA toolkit adapted and disseminated.
 Education offi cials trained on IE and child friendly schools.
 Capacity of gender focal points within MOE enhanced. 
 Situation analysis of gender budgeting in education sector undertaken and 

disseminated.
 Elements of peace, civic and human right education integrated in social

study for grades 1- 8.
 Capacity of education offi cials and other key stakeholders enhanced on

peace and human rights education.

UNDAF PRIORITY AREA D- HUMAN RIGHTS, GENDER EQUALITY AND SOCIAL INCLUSION

UNESCO activity
UNDAF Country 
Programming 

Outcome
UNESCO Deliverables

Available 
resources US$
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ANNEX 2
UNESCO’s proposed strategic cooperation frameworkUNESCO’s proposed strategic cooperation framework

The following tables present results matrices for proposed priorities and programmes in 2012 and 2013, which are not included in the 
current UNDAF.  They highlight potential contributions for upcoming UNDAF 2013-201753. 

 CLCs develop capacity and
engage in literacy through the
mother tongue.

 NFEC improves national efforts
to provide literacy for all through
mainstreaming mother tongue-
based literacy and advocacy
and networking.

 National capacity strengthened
for the promotion of equivalency
programmes for school drop
outs and out-of-school children
of primary and secondary
education levels.

UNDAF Priority area B: 
Quality Services

 Capacity of CLC members and
education managers developed.

 Sets of literacy materials
developed, produced and tested
in two local languages.

 Literacy classes conducted in
two local languages.

 Reading habits of community
members enhanced.

 Literacy classes conducted in
Maithili and Awadahi languages.

 Materials for out-of-school and
school dropouts developed and
tested in selected languages.

CLC members 
and education 
managers.
Illiterate girls and 
women.

250,000
 (RB)

Promoting literacy 
for all with a 
particular focus 
on women and 
isadvantaged 
groups within the 
framework of LIFE.

EDUCATION

53 At the time of preparing the present UCPD, the UNDAF 2008- 2012 was still in effect.  With the new UNDAF 2013- 2017 preparations only starting in June 2011,
activities for UNESCO’s proposed cooperation framework in 2013 were prepared on the basis of the current UNDAF. Priorities areas and proposed activities for 
2013 are therefore subject to change depending on the upcoming UN development framework in Nepal. 

Expected results
Performance indicator

 and benchmark
Programme 

Priority
Benefi ciary 

target groups 

Potential 
contribution to 

UNDAF 2008-2012 
and 2013- 2017

Mobilization 
target US$
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 NCED and selected teacher 
training institutions develop 
capacity in the use of ICT in 
teacher training, with a particular 
emphasis on gender and quality 
issues.

 other tongue-based ECD 
materials developed and 
disseminated and number of 
managers trained increased.

 A study on primary and 
secondary school performance 
undertaken to provide policy 
advice in the context of SSRP.

 Improve education managers’ 
capacities on IE, gender and 
MLE.

 A comprehensive policy for 
higher education developed and 
disseminated. 

 A seminar on open and distance 
learning organized to support 
national efforts for improved 
access of higher education.

 Raised awareness of 
earthquakes and other disasters.

 Prepare for disasters 
before, during and after their 
occurrence.

 Capacity of NCED including 
teacher training institutions 
improved in the use of ICT in 
teacher education. 

 Training manuals developed 
and tested for the use of ICT in 
teacher training.

 A study on school performance 
conducted and its key fi ndings 
disseminated at national and 
sub-national levels. 

 Number of gender focal points 
trained.

 Number of education managers 
trained in MLE, inclusive 
education and child-friendly 
schools increased. 

 Study on higher education policy 
conducted. 

 A comprehensive higher 
education policy developed and 
disseminated.   

 Number of education personnel 
trained in open and distance 
learning increased.

 1,000,000 students in 1,500 
schools and 5,000 users of 50 
community learning centers 
in fi ve districts able to take 
protective measures.

 5,000 teachers and CLC 
facilitators trained to emergency 
situations.

Educational
planners.

Education
managers.
Gender focal
points.

Teachers and CLC
facilitators and
students.

25,000
(RB)

50,000 
(RB)

3,500,000
(ExB)

Strengthening the
capacity of teacher 
training institutions 
to improve 
teaching and
learning especially
through the use
of ICT.

Supporting
national efforts for 
improving quality
education in the 
context of SSRP.

Disaster Risk 
Reduction in the
education sector 
(proposed extra
budgetary).

Expected results
Performance indicator

 and benchmark
Programme 

Priority
Benefi ciary 

target groups 

Potential 
contribution to 

UNDAF 2008-2012 
and 2013- 2017

Mobilization 
target US$
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 Equipped teachers, students, 
and parents with life-saving
knowledge and skills.

 A national framework of DRR in
the education sector developed.

 Elements of peace, human
rights and civic education
integrated into school
education.

 MOE develops capacity in
evidence- based planning and
monitoring of EFA.

 Policy makers develop capacity
to ensure EFA by 2015.

 10 types of training/
advocacy materials prepared, 
disseminated and used.  

 10,000 local engineers, 
overseers and masons able to 
build safe schools.

 Framework developed. 
 Knowledge of education offi cials, 

teachers and students on DRR, 
including drills enhanced 

 A framework on DRR developed 
and disseminated. 

 20 education managers, 
teachers and students trained on 
DRR, including drills. 

 School education curriculum and 
text books improved. 

 Curriculum developer and 
teacher training instructors 
trained.

 Number of education managers 
trained in the use and analysis of 
data in planning and monitoring.

 Analysis of fl ash and 
consolidated reports improved.

 School records management 
improved. 

 50 education offi cials trained 
in use of data in planning and 
monitoring. 

Education offi cials,
teachers and
students.

Education and
school managers.

50,000 
(RB)

70,000 
(RB)

Promoting 
Education for 
Sustainable 
Development with 
a particular focus 
on enhancing 
education for a 
culture of peace. 

Enhancing policy, 
planning  and 
monitoring for 
achieving the goals 
of EFA.

Expected results
Performance indicator

 and benchmark
Programme 

Priority
Benefi ciary 

target groups 

Potential 
contribution to 

UNDAF 2008-2012 
and 2013- 2017

Mobilization 
target US$
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 Develop problem defi nition, 
research and policy formulation 
capacity of water fraternity in 
Nepal.

 Create Awareness about 
depleting and degrading water 
resources in the country.

 Support creation of networking 
platform for the water fraternity 
in Nepal. 

 Establish a network of 
multi-parametric earthquake 
precursory observatories in the 
Kathmandu Valley, Nepal and 
Indo-gangetic plains, India;

 Create Awareness about 
earthquake risk mitigation and 
earthquake hazard assessment 
in the country.

Policy makers
involved in water 
resource decision
making.
Research
Institutions.
IHP National
committees
Schools and the
general public.

Policy managers
involved in disaster 
risk reduction and
earthquake risk
mitigation.
Research
Institutions.
Schools and
communities.

25,000 
(RB)

4.000.000 
(ExB)

Enhance 
normative, strategic 
and operative 
dimensions of 
water and related 
ecosystems 
planning land  
management. 

Improve 
Earthquake 
disaster risk 
reduction 
capability through 
a multi-parametric 
approach.

 Four Flash and two consolidated 
reports improved. 

 25 education offi cials and head 
teachers trained in school 
records management.

 Education ministers and 
parliamentarians and senior 
education offi cials from 
South Asian countries given 
improved understanding on the 
implementation of EFA. 

 Advisory status of the IHP 
National committee received.

 At least two key research 
projects initiated.

 Nepal water week  organized.
 A Nepal water forum is created 

and made operational.

 Earthquake Monitoring stations 
established. 

 Capacity for earthquake 
precursor assessment improved.

Expected results
Performance indicator

 and benchmark
Programme 

Priority
Benefi ciary 

target groups 

Potential 
contribution to 

UNDAF 2008-2012 
and 2013- 2017

Mobilization 
target US$

NATURAL SCIENCES
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 Capacities of related 
government miniseries/ 
departments and related 
offi cials at site management 
level enhanced for 
mandatory reporting on 
the implementation of the 
convention and the state of 
conservation of inscribed 
properties in Nepal.

 Improved management of 
inscribed World Heritage 
properties, particularly, within 
the framework of  established 
(Kathmandu Valley) or to 
be established integrated 
management processes (IMP) 
/developing (Lumbini)

 Monitoring of World Heritage 
properties enhanced. 

 Enhanced actions to promote 
awareness and the livelihood 
of communities living around 
World Heritage properties.

 Awareness raising workshops 
on mandatory World Heritage 
processes and Training 
workshops on reporting. 

 Strengthened coordination 
among inter-ministerial/ inter-
departmental offi cials and 
setting up required institutional 
arrangements for the sustainable 
management of the inscribed 
properties. 

 Assistance to the GoN for 
preparing assessment reports, 
organizing international advisory 
missions etc.

Offi cials of the 
Department of 
Archaeology, 
Lumbini 
Development Trust 
and Department 
of National Parks 
and Wildlife. 
Conservation 
and related 
offi cials at the 
site management 
level.

People, schools, 
community 
centres in and 
at the vicinity of 
World Heritage 
properties. 

Ministry and 
offi cials related 
to culture, law 
and justice, home 
affairs and foreign 
affairs. 

45,000
(RB)

Protecting and 
conserving Nepal’s 
natural and cultural 
heritage through 
the implementation 
of the 1972 
World Heritage 
Convention. 

CULTURE

Expected results
Performance indicator

 and benchmark
Programme 

Priority
Benefi ciary 

target groups 

Potential 
contribution to 

UNDAF 2008-2012 
and 2013- 2017

Mobilization 
target US$
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 Conservation and management 
of Lumbini World Heritage 
properties. strengthened (3 
years JFIT project).

 Comprehensive information 
and knowledge management 
systems for the Lumbini World 
Heritage properties developed.

 Awareness raising activities of 
related government ministries’ 
increased about the importance 
of the Hague Convention 
for the protection of cultural 
properties in the event of armed 
confl ict and its two protocols 
Convention undertaken. 

 Steps taken for the possible 
accession of  the Hague 
Convention for the protection of 
cultural properties in the event 
of armed confl ict and its two 
protocols.

 Implementation progress 
reports; Meetings of 
International Steering Scientifi c 
Committee 2012 and 2013.

 Involvement of local 
communities in preparing and 
implementing management 
plans.

 Establishment of International 
Documentation Centre for 
Lumbini.

 Meetings of the national 
advisory board endorsing the 
possible accession.

 Nepal’s accession to the Hague 
Convention. 

791,786
(ExB)54

800,000
(ExB)

50,000
(ExB)

54 Project duration 2010-2013

Expected results
Performance indicator

 and benchmark
Programme 

Priority
Benefi ciary 

target groups 

Potential 
contribution to 

UNDAF 2008-2012 
and 2013- 2017

Mobilization 
target US$
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 Integration of disaster 
preparedness and risk 
reduction strategies in 
management plans. 

 Capacity of the GoN and 
relevant organizations 
strengthened for the 
implementation of the 2003 
Convention. 

 Awareness raising activities 
undertaken at national and 
local levels on the importance 
of intangible heritage in the 
spirit of the Convention.

 Capacity of the GoN and local 
communities enhanced for the 
identifi cation, documentation 
and protection of Nepal’s 
intangible heritage.

 Capacity of Nepal enhanced to 
benefi t from the mechanism of 
international cooperation. 

 Technical assistance provided 
for integrated risk assessment to 
analyze vulnerability of cultural 
heritage.

 Development of disaster risk 
management plan as part 
of integrated management 
framework for one or several 
of monument zones of the 
Kathmandu Valley

 Establishment of the relevant 
policy framework. 

 Elaboration of required 
institutional arrangement 
including long-term strategy.

 Three capacity building 
workshops on the 
implementation, inventorying and 
preparing nomination organized. 

 Establishment of ICH experts’ 
group and its regular meetings 
including 1/3rd of the meeting 
with  community participation.

 Preparation of model inventory 
based on fi eld activity with pilot 
community for inventorying.

 Increased human resources 
(offi cials and community 
members) in community-based 
inventorying and relevant plans 
preparation. 

 No of requests, proposals and 
nominations prepared by the 
GoN.

Communities 
living in the 
historic urban 
settlements 
vulnerable to 
earthquakes and 
its two protocols.

Critical mass 
of national 
capacity, both 
in government, 
civil society and 
public institutions 
including the 
media.

Ministry 
of culture, 
state offi cials 
including local 
implementing 
bodies, experts, 
academicians, 
non-government 
ICH-based 
organizations. 

1,000,000
(ExB)

30,000 
(RB) 

100,000
(ExB)

Strengthening 
capacities of Nepal 
in safeguarding 
intangible cultural 
heritage (ICH) 
through the 
implementation 
of the 2003 
Convention.

Expected results
Performance indicator

 and benchmark
Programme 

Priority
Benefi ciary 

target groups 

Potential 
contribution to 

UNDAF 2008-2012 
and 2013- 2017

Mobilization 
target US$
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 Performance and 
competitiveness of existing 
cultural industries enhanced. 

 Ratifi cation of 2005 Convention 
on the Protection and 
Promotion of the diversity of 
cultural expression.

 Advice to the GoN on 
integration of relevant 
cultural policies in national 
development agenda and best 
practices in the area of cultural 
expression.

 Implementation of projects to 
promote traditional skills and 
knowledge.

 Advocacy meetings and 
awareness campaigns. 

Intangible 
heritage bearers, 
practitioners, 
young women and 
men, members 
of community 
learning centers, 
community 
multimedia 
centers, local 
museums  etc.

Language 
minorities, ethnic 
minorities and 
marginalized IPs.
Ministry and 
offi cials related 
to culture, law 
and justice, home 
affairs and foreign 
affairs. 
Language 
minorities, ethnic 
minorities and 
marginalized IPs.

25,000
(RB)

150,000
(ExB)

Fostering cultural 
diversity through 
enhanced action 
to promote the 
livelihood of 
endangered and 
highly marginalized 
indigenous People 
(IPs). 
Mainstreaming 
culture in national 
development 
policies and building 
a culture of peace.

Expected results
Performance indicator

 and benchmark
Programme 

Priority
Benefi ciary 

target groups 

Potential 
contribution to 

UNDAF 2008-2012 
and 2013- 2017

Mobilization 
target US$
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Nepal’s government and political 
parties recognize freedom of 
expression and freedom of 
information and have taken steps 
towards implementing related laws.

Government recognizes media’s 
role in peace building, and media is 
motivated to accept this role.

Community media is raising 
awareness on disaster risks, 
particularly on earthquakes.

 Involvement of key stakeholders 
in policy dialogue with respect 
to press freedom and right to 
information increased.

 Number of World Press Freedom 
Day events organized.

 Number of RTI events organized.

 Involvement of key stakeholders 
in policy dialogue with respect 
to media’s role in peace building 
increased.

 Number of community media 
actors trained in DRR.

 Number of community media 
reports on DRR.

 Quality of community media 
reports on DRR.

Journalists.

Journalists.

Community media
groups.
People living
in communities
vulnerable to
disasters.

22,000
(RB)

23,000
(RB)

20,000
(RB)

500, 000
(ExB)

CP Output C.4.2
Implementation
capacities of national
and local government,
civil society and
CBOs enhanced for 
disaster mitigation,
preparedness,
emergency response
and early recovery,
especially to ensure
higher safety of 
households living in
hazard prone areas.

Increase 
awareness of 
Freedom of 
Expression 
and Right to 
Information.

Fostering national 
dialogue on the 
role and capacity of 
the media to report 
on and support 
the peace building 
process.

Community 
media capacities 
strengthened 
to contribute 
to disaster risk 
reduction. 

COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION

Expected results
Performance indicator

 and benchmark
Programme 

Priority
Benefi ciary 

target groups 

Potential 
contribution to 

UNDAF 2008-2012 
and 2013- 2017

Mobilization 
target US$
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Nepal’s media actors and 
stakeholders recognize the 
challenges identifi ed in the fi rst MDI 
report and work together to improve 
the media environment to meet the 
standards set in the MDI indicators.

At least one university has 
improved its journalism training 
through the introduction of the 
UNESCO Model Curricula for 
Journalism Training.

The women of Jumla district have 
established and are running their 
own community radio station.

Records and archives management 
law reviewed and updated.

 Journalism education curriculum 
reviewed and revised according 
to MCJT. 

 Number of women’s Community 
Radio stations equipped and are 
up and running.

 Number of trained women that 
manage and produce content to 
community radio.

 Percentage or Increase of 
Women of Jumla District 
accessing information relevant 
to them.

 Dialogue with GoN established.
 Law reviewed by a group of 

experts.

Media
stakeholders.

University teachers
and students of 
journalism.

Women living in
Jumla district.
Government
offi cials in charge
of records
and archives
management.
Information
offi cials.
Journalists.

25,000
(RB)

100,000 
(ExB)

20,000
(RB)

20,000
(ExB)

22,000
(RB)

CP output A.3.3
Women in selected
confl ict-affected districts
are more able to
demand their political,
social and economic
rights and opportunities
for participation.

Developing free, 
independent and 
pluralistic media 
based on MDIs. 

Improving 
journalism training 
in Nepal based on 
the introduction 
of the UNESCO 
Model Curricula for 
Journalism Training 
(MCJT). 

Giving a Voice 
to Women. 
Establishing the 
community radio 
station “Radio Nari 
Aawaj”.  

Reviewing and 
establishing a 
legal framework for 
adequate records 
and archives 
management. 

Expected results
Performance indicator

 and benchmark
Programme 

Priority
Benefi ciary 

target groups 

Potential 
contribution to 

UNDAF 2008-2012 
and 2013- 2017

Mobilization 
target US$
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Information offi cials have done an 
inventory of documentary heritage 
and taken their fi rst steps to submit 
an item to the Memory of the World 
Programme.

Journalists have suffi cient 
access to information related 
to the constitution-building, 
state restructuring and election 
processes.

The media can report on the 
constitution-building, state 
restructuring and election 
processes in freedom and peace.

Journalists have professional 
capacity for reporting on the 
constitution-building, state 
restructuring and election 
processes. 

 National MoW committee 
established.

 Number of information offi cials 
trained and working on the 
mapping.

 Number of journalists trained.
 Number of articles or news 

stories reporting on constitution-
building, state-restructuring and 
election processes published 
increased.

20,000
(RB)

900,000
(ExB)

Creating 
conditions for 
the safeguarding 
of documentary 
heritage as a 
symbolic force 
for peace, social 
stability and 
national identity. 

Building media’s 
capacity in 
Nepal to report 
on constitution 
building, state 
restructuring and 
elections 

Expected results
Performance indicator

 and benchmark
Programme 

Priority
Benefi ciary 

target groups 

Potential 
contribution to 

UNDAF 2008-2012 
and 2013- 2017

Mobilization 
target US$
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ANNEX 3
Overview of UNESCO’s expenditures 2006-2010Overview of UNESCO’s expenditures 2006-2010

 33  C/5 34  C/5 35  C/5

  2006 2007 Total 2008 2009 Total 2010 2011 Total

REGULAR PROGRAMME          

ED 124,949 145,670 270,619  90,381    160,313     250,694       89,964  132,136 222,100 

SC 6,000  5,551  11,551                      -                         -                         -                         -                          -    

CLT 52,140  26,684 78,824      52,655      56,551     109,206       32,769  63,830 96,599

CI  43,750  35,265 79,015      28,735      54,670       83,405       36,653  89,971 126,624

TOTAL 226,839 213,170 440,009    171,771    271,534     443,305     159,386  285,937 445,323

EXTRA BUDGETARY RESOURCES        

ED    150,110       36,062     186,172       66,953       79,667     146,620     201,957  304,327 506,284

SC                      -                         -                         -                         -                         -                         -                         -                          -   

CLT                      -                         -                         -                         -         41,022       41,022       72,404  628,292 700,696

CI                      -                         -                         -                         -                         -                         -                         -    27,000          27,000   

SHS        20,000 20,000

TOTAL    150,110       36,062     186,172       66,953     120,689     187,642     274,361  979,619 1,253,980  

COOPERATION WITH REGIONAL OFFICE AND HQS       

TOTAL    150,578     203,877     354,455       43,889       67,368     111,257       24,208  129,966 154,174 

Total per biennium      980,636       742,204    1,833,477 
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  2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

ANNEX 4
Programme Cycles OverviewProgramme Cycles Overview

Programme and Programme and
r r

2008-2009 (34 C/5)2008-2009 (34 C/5)

Programme and Programme and
bubu

2010-2011 (35 C/5)2010-2011 (35 C/5)

Programme and Programme and
r r 

2012-2013 (36 C/5)2012-2013 (36 C/5)

UCPD for Nepal UCPD for Nepal 
2011-20132011-2013

UNDAF 
2008-2012

UNDAF
2013-2017

UNCT
UNCT

Medium Term Strategy 2008-2013 (34 C/4)

UNESCO
UNESCO
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ANNEX 5
UCPD MethodologyUCPD Methodology

In preparing th nt document, a sector-specifi c consultation process was undertaken in four re presen
competence: education; natural sciences; culture; and communication and of UNESCO’s areas of 

information. 

 Nepal were prepared by consultants through desk studies. The main guidance Part I and II of the UCPD
the situational analysis and analysis of past and present cooperation provided and basis for preparing t
nd sectoral development plans:the following national an

framework and development priorities in Nepal: CCA 2007 and UNDAF 2008-• For UN operations f
and Development Strategy 2010-2015; Nepal MDG Progress Report 2010;2012, Nepal Peace 

O planning principles and operations: the UNESCO Medium Term Strategy • For basic UNESCO
nd UNESCO Approved Budgets and Programmes for 2006-2007 (33  33 C/5), 2008- 2013 (C/5) an
), 2010-2011 (35 C/5), and preparation guidelines for the Programme and 2008-2009 (34 C/5
(36 C/5); Priority Gender Equality Action Plan 2008- 2013;Budget 2012-2013 (
ent UNESCO Kathmandu activities: 2006-2010 work plan submissions and • For past and prese
ring and evaluation forms, Annual and six-monthly reports and newsletters, programme monitor
cuments and publications such as UNESCO Education Support Strategy Sector specifi c doc
08-2013.(UNESS) Nepal, 20

by the active involvement of UNESCO stakeholders providing fi rst-handPart III was prepared 
erns related to the country’s development priorities. UNESCO Kathmandu, experiences and conce
onsultants, organized four thematic stakeholder meetings with representation with the assistance of co
development partners, civil society organizations and academia, in order toof government entities, 

of cooperation. identify potential areas o

ry 2011, were structured into sessions that included a background briefi ng onThe meetings, in Januar
on by the respective consultant of preliminary fi ndings of parts I and II, as wellthe UCPD, a presentatio
work. Themes for the group work were established on the grounds of UNDAF, as theme-based group w
elines, specifi cally related to the programme priorities and main lines of action. UCPD and 36 C/5 guide

o create synergy between stakeholder requirements, while at the same time This approach aimed to
Biennial Specifi c Programme Priorities (BSP) of the Programme and Budgetsfostering alignment with 

and 2012-2013 (36 C/5), and providing a framework for UNESCO’s contributionfor 2010-2011 (35 C/5) a
F preparation that started in June 2011.to the upcoming UNDAF 
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